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CUT KUOWERS
PALMS,, FERNS
Floral Designs a Specialty

Glaentzel,

The
FLORIST

Opposite Postoffice

16 School St. Tel. 120

ROCKLAND, MAINE
Conservatories, Camden, Maine.

Telephone 135-2.
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PAY NOTHING- Use this razor in your own
home on 30 days FREE TRIAL!

The Valet AutoStrop Safety Razor

If you like it, buy—If you don't, return it.

The Valet

Auto Strop Safety Razor makes good with its users be

cause it provides a keen edge for every shave. It strops,
shaves and cleans without removing the blade.

Rockland Hardware Co.
408 MAIN STREET

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
August I, 1921

Notice to Customers:
From this date Central Maine Power Com
pany operates the Gas and Electric Plants and
the Street Railway, formerly operated by the
Knox County Electric Company, and checks for
all due accounts should be made to the order of
Central Maine Power Company.
H. P. BLODGETT,
Superintendent.
91-102

38 Miles from Rockland

Governor Cobb Issues a Frank
Statement Concerning Con Rockland’s
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.
tract Which Iron Works Is
Subscription |3.00 per year payable la *4rance; single copies three cents.
To Handle.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
ALL THE HOME NEWS

Steak Suppers

Daylight Saving Time
WEEK BRAYS, 12 to 2; 6 to 8

1 to 2.30; 6 to 8

SUNDAYS,

Excellent Cooking with Good Service in one of

Maine’s Most Attractive Villages

s

OR A REAL OUTING, TAKE STR. GOV. DOUGLAS at
Thomaston any day except Sunday at 7.30 A. M. and visit
the moat fascinating, primitive, and ruggedly beautiful
spot in all New England.

MONHEGAN

ISLAND

WENTY-TWO miles from Thomaston, ten miles out In
the broad Atlantic, with a continuous settlement older
than Plymouth, it is the home of a hundred fishermen, has
three hotels and seventy summer cottages. On its east
coast four great headlands almost 200 feet high Jut out into the
ocean. Its central hill is crowned with an imposing granite light
house, and on the west the land slopes gently to tj>e sea where
Manana, a great barren rock a hundred feet high forms the western
guard to its beautiful harbor.

T

Returning the Gov. Douglas reaches Thomaston at 6 P. M.
giving six hours at the Island.
Round trip ticket* for sale on the boat, good for returning the
•ame day, including dinner at the

ALBEE

1855

HOUSE.

$3.50

HIGH CLASS MEMORIALS

1921

Designed and Erected by ua
Give Permanent Sateifaction

E. A. QLIDDEN&Co.,Waldoboro

PLAYING

OF

GOLF.

Beautiful Nine-Hole Course An Asset That
Citizens Should Not Undervalue.

REFINING GASOLINE

New Process Which It is Pre
dicted Will Revolutionize
Industry.

From the Tulsa Dally World of Aug.
When, four years ago, the Rockland land, in which latter country it is said
7 the following story is reprinted of
Country
Club
laid
out
a
golf
course
to
have
originated.
It
began
here
in
Wednesday's Bath Times contained
the following Interview with former upon the picturesque grounds on the America through an introduction by a new process in refining gasolene, of
north side of the city, Rockland took the late John Reid, a beloved Scots interest to everybody who makes use
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- 1 Governor Cobb: .
B
its place among the progressive com man, who lived at Yonkers and who
urday morning, from 400 Main Street, Bock* * • .
munities of the country.
induced a few friends to Join him in of that source of power. Robert Law,
land, Maine.
I
----------- .
----In response to the request of a repIt has been tlie habit of many men establishing a six-hole course in the Jr., of New York and Rockport, is the
head of the Barnsdall company that la
NEWSPAPEB HI8TOBY
' resentative of the Times for an expres- who knew nothing about the subject, outlying fields of that city.
isi?# »4d ^^uri^waT4^1^ ±m°2h%\1rS^ht^OPuaUpSrV^- to allude to the game of golf as a
From the humble beginning it has the first to secure the rights to the
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
of the Bath lion Works, Ltd., joke/ but that era of ignorance is developed to a game second only to discovery. The Oklahoma paper says;
The Free Press was established In 1855, and in relation to the present business and rapidly passing.
The tremendous baseball in its adherents, and the little
Theae^papers'consolidatedUM.rch K#
!*b°r
tbat pla,lt' and to growth of the sport during recent six-hole course has grown into 1748
"The process, while adaptable to
the outlook for work in the near fu- years is a measure of its Intrinsic courses, all named and classified in
The American Annual Golf Guide, the any grade of oil, will recover 75'per
ture, the president of the company, value.
I?,
.«•
>•.
cent of gasoline from gas oil and will
ex-Gov. William T. Cobb, has fur
In Rockland the ranks of golfers are highest authority on the subject.
•W
How much money is invested in golf generate gas enough to largely operate
nished the following statement.
steadily being recruited. Professional
Indolence is stagnation; employment
"There is very little commercial men and tradesmen are learning the courses, club houses and upkeep im the plant," said Frank Holsten, vice
••• Is life.—Seneca.
_ I shipbuilding In the United States at value of the sport that brings them plements is purely a matter of con president of the Barnsdall Refining
the present time, anywhere in the into the open air and pays them great jecture, but the editor of the book Just Company, who has been putting to
world. The reason is obvious. There dividends in recreation and health. referred to places it at $85,000,000, with practical test the new process invent
is no business for ships that shows a But there are yet many men in our another $5,000,000 invested in clubs ed by Dr. Ramage and which bids fair
PLEASED WITH CUPS
to revolutionize the refining industry
profit. Many of them are Idle and city whom golf has not yet numbered aud balls.
This far surpasses in volume the in and make Dr. Ramage as famous in
there is no immediate inducement for among Its devotees. The CourierFourth of July Prizes Received private capital to build or' operate Gazette is moved to recommend to vestment in all the other sports of the annals of the refining industry as
them. We are passing through a their consideration the appended article America combined. Yet, when it is Dr. Burton, inventor of the Burton pro
On U. S. S. Oklahoma In period of readjustment and waiting that lately appeared in the magazine, realized what returns are being made cess, or Colonel Drake, who discovered
In almost every Industry, and the de "Golf Illustrated." It was written by in renewed health and vigor to the the first oil wjell.
Far-Away Balboa.
it was at Detroit, during the closing
pression in shipbuilding is particu Frank Presbrey, at the head of one business Snd professional men of the
larly acute. This condition bears of New York’s leading advertising country, it is money well placed. “How months of the last year, that the first
The silver cups presented by the heavily upon a community like Bath, agencies, who shows us how the body can you afford to take so many days intimation of the new process invent
American Legion celebration commit or upon any commugTty where men and mind are fed by golf, how the off for golf?" asked one of the writer’s ed by Dr. Ramage, who had called to
tee to the winners of the athletic con employed in the shipbuilding trades royal and ancient game has grown clients recently. "I’m doing it for you,' his aid Messrs. Beall and Briscoe, the
tests in which the men from the U. constitute a large part of the wage- and how it meets the needs of busi he replied. And the client saw the former a noted engineer with the Pack
S. S. Oklahoma took part Fourth of earning population. In the belief that ness and professional men:
point, so the writer did not have to ard Motor Company, and the latter the
July, have been received on board, this depression can be only temporary,
explain "to him that a day or an after biventor of the Briscoe car and the
• • • •
and Commander William S. Healey the Bath Irdn Works is doing every
George Ade is acredlted with that noon on the golf course—out in the noad of the construction bureau of the
has received the following gnateful ac thing in its power as a corporation to
hoary
remark that golf was not a open—having rational exercise for the navy department in foreign lands dur
knowledgment:
share with its employes and with the game—it was a disease. At any rate body and relief from brain work in the ing the war, was brought forward as
"My dear Mr. Healey: Upon our municipality, the severe and growing
office, put new zest and strength in a revolutionary process well ada; ed
arrival in Panama on August 8 from burdens imposed by the world-wide it is infectious and there are few men body and mind for several days there to bringing the independent refiner
who
have
ever
felt
the
thrill
of
a
long
our trip to Peru, we received the decline in the demand for ships.
after.
out of the almost hopeless position he
handsome cups presented to the Okla ‘ “Prior to the war, this plant had drive who have not fallen victim to its
Go out to any of the many golf had been placed in by reason of the
alluring
fascination
and
become
en

homa by the citizens of Rockland.
been engaged almost exclusively in the
One great ad courses in the suburbs of our cities on Burton process being used by all
I wish to express to you and to the construction of torpedo boat destroyers thusiastic adherents.
Saturdays, Sundays or holidays, and Standard Oil Company refineries, and
City of Rockland my sincere apprecia for the United States Government. Its vantage of golf as a game is that the you will find there the leading bank placing him far beyond the danger of
man
who
Is
a
"duffer"
gets
Just
a
3
tion ‘of the sentiment which prompted capacity had been sufficient for about
ers, judges, men of letters, profession annihilation no matter how strong the
the preentation of these cups to this one and one-half of these vessels each much pleasure and health out of a al and business men, all playing the competition of the big monopoly might
vessel. They have been put in a year. Its present capacity is more round as if he were proficient. In fact, game with the zest and enthusiasm of become.
the poor player claims that he gets
prominent place in. the reception room than twice this, and yet there are no
youth. Go to any public dinner or so
And now, after five months of care
of the ship where they have elicited more destroyers to be built, and there more exercise than a good player, be cial gathering and you are certain to ful demonstration with a real plant
general expressions of admiration is very little prospect of other naval cause he makes many more strokes— have golf as a subject of conversation large enough to make a practical test
from both officers and men, and work that could be handled here. Up which brings to mind the old Scotch before the evening is over.
of the new process, as against what is
where they will remain as a perma on the completion of the war work, story of the American beginner playing
In fact, golf has come to be a recog usually called a laboratory test, and
on
a
famous
course
in
Scotland
who,
nent reminder of the exceedingly commercial building promised well and
nized institution, not simply because with the best technical talent avail
pleasant visit of the Oklahoma to the the plant turned all its energies in turning to his caddie, said: "How it is a game by which men may be able, inasmuch as John L, Gray, presi
many
strokes
have
I
played,
Caddie?
”
City of Rockland and of the hospi that direction, with good success. But
To which the caddie replied, with the amused, but because it affords,• as dent of the Barnsdall Refining Com
tality of its people.
no more vessels of this type are now sarcasm so commonly found among nothing else does, the opportunity for pany, and well known wherever oil
Again thanking you for the very coming into the market either for
rational and health-giving exercise in Is refined, assisted by not only the in
pleasant time we had during our stay building In this yard or in any other, the bag carriers: “I klnna tell—ya nae the open air and the companionship of ventor himself, because Dr. Ramage
need
a
caddie,
ye
need
a
dark."
And
in your city, and with best wishes to as anyone wishing to be informed in
friends, plus the opportunity to in has been on the job at the Bigbeart
yourself and to the citizens of Rock, such matters can readily learn. A the other story of the American who, dulge in what Haultain terms the refinery of the Barnsdall Refining Com
playing
poorly,
asked
his
caddie
if
he
land, I am very sincerely yours,
short time ago the Department of Com had Been worse playing, to which the “play instinct,” which no man who is pany, but also under the earelul
Edwin T/ Pollock,
really human In his feelings ever quite supervision of Frank Holsten, . than
merce asked for proposals on five
Captain, U. S. Navy lightships. Twenty-one bids were re caddie, with brutal frankness replied, outgrows. And speaking of this brings whom there is no better practical re
“
Never,
Sir
”
Commanding U. S. S. Oklahoma. ceived, and among them were bids
"What golf has done for the general to mind the fact that practically every finer in the country, the result is made
from the largest shipbuilding plants health of the business man of the game which man or boy plays in com public.
“We have named the new gasoline
in the country.
United States cannot be computed, but petition is played with a sphereThe Directors of this Corporation, if testimony of individuals counts for marbles, baseball, croquet, lacrosse, ‘super-gas’ because we have demon
tennis,
football,
billiards
and
golf,
and
strated in the Barnsdall Oil Com
all Maine men, concluded that it would anything, it has worked wonders.
be better and fairer business for its And why should this not be so when it the greatest of these is golf, for to the pany’s cars that this gasoline will give
White Street, near Limerock
business
or
professional
man,
especial
25 to 35 per cent more mileage as I
shareholders, its faithful employes, calls out into the open country an army
3ev. A. K. 8cott, Hector
and for the community, to go to the of thousands of men who, were it not ly if he be of middle life or beyond, it have Just indicated, and moreover,
Ml Pleasant Street Telephone 29-M.
means
health,
strength,
energy
and
If thia telephone Is not answered call 56-M
will he able to avoid the 'knocks’ in
limit in the attempt to secure this work for golf, would spend their time in
and thus keep the plant open and clubs, on hotel porches or in homes, ambition. A more strenuous game the motor as the combustion is more
running, than to close. Its bid was probably smoking their heads off, “lis would overtire, a less strenuous one complete. There is an entire absence
Thirteenth Sunday after Trinity, Aug 21st,
Holy Communion at 7 30 a. in ; Holy Com
the lowest, but only about $11,000 per tening to their arteries growing hard," would leave the mind opportunity to of carbon, and the process was dis
munion with music and sermon at 10.30;
boat below the next highest. In this or, if not that, getting no exercise of dwell on the cares and problems which covered by Dr. Ramage, who used a
Church School at 12.15; fast time. No
bring brain fag and weariness; in fact, somewhat similar process during the
bid nothing was included for profit or any sort.
evening service.
overhead charges, and it was based
At Thomaston Sunday at 7« p m , Evening
If testimony were needed as to what It gives Just what body and mind war for making olefines, for the man
ufacture of explosives.
Prayer with music and sermon. The
on the probable cost ot material and golf has done to keep men young, It crave.
Rockland and Thomaston choirs will sing,
One of the profound fascinations of
"He then conceived tho idea of
labor alone. It Is simply a desire and can be found at any one of the seniors'
and all our Rockland people are asked to
(ffort on the part of the corporation tournaments, held each autumn at the golf lies in the inability of the player orklng these olefines into saturated
go over ou the 0 20 car and help.
to furnish work for a limited number Apawamls Club at Rye, N. Y., where to make the same stroke or play the hydro-oarbons by the addition of hy
Wednesday, St. Bartholomew’s Day, Holy
Communion at 7.30 a. in.
of men at a reduced rate of wages, nearly 400 men, all more than 66 years same hole twice in exactly the same drogen and polymerization, which he
No service Thursday the 25th.
during a period that we all hope will of age, gather for their annual tourna way, or, in fact, to be certain that he succeeded in doing. The fluid produced
A speoial summer offering is being made
be of short duration. The entire ment. Of the players in the last meet will make any single stroke ns he ex is heavier than gasoline, water-white
during August to help next winter's ex
amount appropriated by the govern there were five over 80, and upwards pected to. As Haultain, in his charm in color and the boiling point and
penses.
ment for these five "lightships is far of 30 beyond three score and ten, while ing essay on "The Mystery of Golf," lid point are about the same as navy
usoline. When you consider that the
less than the cost of a single de those between 60 and 70 were too num says;
The planets move in orbits exact as Burton process will convert only
stroyer during the war, and not much erous to count. It is doubtful if any
in excess of the cost of one destroyer gathering is more representative of the mathematics Itself, the great balls of about 40 per cent of gasoline you can
prior to the war. To meet the severe leading men of America in professional the universe are holed out year by year understand the magnitude of this dis
exigencies of a bid like this, not only and business life. It Includes justices with a precision which mocks our fin covery and its bearing on the future
must the holders of the common stock of the United States Supreme Court est tools. Predict we can to the frac of the Industry. The Barnsdall Re
forego their dividends, but all salaries and of the highest courts of several tion of a second when Venus will ap fining Company has acquired the sole
as well as wages must be reduced, and States, bankers of international fame, proach the rim of the run, or Luna rights to the use of this process and
the heaviest cut will be taken by the well-known men of letters, clergymen, fall into the shadow of the earth. But we believe It to be of vast Importance
highest-paid officials.
physicians and editors; In fact, every man, the master mechanic of this ter- as hearing on the future usefulness
restial globe, versed in all the laws of of our refining plant."
"Work Is now going forward in pre walk of life.
It Is, beyond a doubt, the beginning
paring specifications for the material
Darwin P. Kingsley, the president of parabola and ellipse, can no more gov
to be usxd in these ships, and until this the New York Life Insurance Company ern the flight of his pigmy gutty ball of a great change in the method of
than
he
can
govern
the
flight
of
the
refining.
It Is not possible that men
SPECIAL
material arrives there will be no oc and an ex-president and one of the
like Messrs. Ramage, Beall and Bris
casion to employ help. The date for leading spirits of the Senior's Golf summer swallow.”
When
a
man
reaches
thc
meridian
of
coe, not to mention the practical men
CHICKEN DINNERS
such arrival will probably be not Association, at a recent banquet said:
“We have been young, as youth goes. life, he is by the immutable laws ex who are interested at this end, can
earlier than late October or early Nov
SUNDAYS, $1.25
ember. The first of the coming year We have paid that debt by raising up cluded from the more strenuous ave be mistaken in the estimate they have
may see a demand for 150 wage sons and daughters to take our places. nues of sport and exercise, such as placed on the value of the Ramage
earners. This peak of wage demand We have played our part tn the fierce tennis, baseball or squash. Were it process. It is the greatest invention
12 to 2 Standard Time
not for the "Royal and Ancient Game" of the age and will go down in history
may be reached in August, 1922, when contests of middle life—and, I think,
of golf ill' would forsooth be conscript as having achieved by chemistry what
600 men will undoubtedly be required. played it honorably. Now we come to
ed Into the ranks of the easy chair has been dreamed of for many years
LOBSTER SUPPERS
From that date the demand will gether as men like us have never be
brigade or be compelled to join the fol by Inventors working toward this very
steadily and correspondingly lessen, fore assembled. Why? Because we
lowers of the famous Weston, who, end. Certainly the warmest congrat
Daily, 6 to 7:30
unless, of course, other work is se have discovered, as alas! thousands of
others have not, how to meet advanc before golf was known, was the great ulations are now in order and a plant
cured.
apostle of walking.
JONES-WHITTIER, Props.
will be in full running order by Sep
“This, In brief, is a description of ing age merrily. By this game of golf
Now, walking is, of course, one of the
73s-tf
the present situation in this plant and this fellowship we vanquish time best of exercises, but how much better tember T.
from the viewpoint of the operating even as the boy scores a 79. Neither It Is to add to the joys of mere walking
management, and Is given publicity of us knows just how we do it, but we the fascination of following the ball,
Interviewed by The Courier-Gazette
■'U because the former employes are en do it.
We have learned what King Henry and of friendly contest with one, two at his summer home, Roxmont, on tho
titled to it, many others may be in
or three friends In the skill with which
terested In it and because It is believed meant when In wooing Katherine he the ball is hit and holed. In walking Rockport road, and asked as to tha
that a frank statemen of the facts In said: 'But In faith, Kate, the elder
around an average length golf course article above quoted, Mr. Law said;
regard to this particular contract and wax, the better I shall appear; my of 18 holes, with the usual diversions
"It is all true, land even more. Tho
to the general condition of the ship comfort is that old age, that ill-layer from the line which, according to the
building business as this management up of beauty, can do no more spoil geometricians, is the shortest distance public announcement is a little pre
sees it, may be helpful in bringing upon my face.’ By this glorious game between two given points, one covers mature, for we had not intended to ad
about a generous cooperation of all in and this gracious fellowship 'tis true about three and a half miles, stopping vertise the matter yet, but the news
terests directly or Indirectly con we ripe and ripe; but we are 'too much I' meanwhile to make anywhere from 75
cerned In the welfare of the wage the sun' to rot—the sun that browns our to 150 strokes, according to the skill paper men, knowing in a general way
earner and In the future prosperity of bodies and clears our brains. "We are, of the player; every stroke calling the what we were doing, desired to print
too, in that other sunlight that floods
the city.'
the story.
You may say that I havo
our souls and teaches us to laugh at muscles of the body and arms into
MUCKROSS INN
more or less active play.
thc fullest confidence In the new pro
time,
the
fearless
sunlight
of
philoso

ROCKPORT, MAINE
But above and beyond this, the psy cess, demonstrated by tho fact that
TO SELL THE KREGER
phy which makes our Western sky
HOTEL DE LUXE •
more glorious than any sky of youth.' chology of golf is remarkable In that It our company has secured the exclu
FRED H. CHESTER. Proprietor
The public press has many times "re absolutely precludes any thought ex sive rights for this country and Mexico
In the United States district court
FISH end CHICKEN DINNERS
ferred
to the fact that President Hard cept that relating to the game Itself.
at Portland Thursday Judge Hale or
BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
Ing
is
not only an ardent follower of It is distinctly a game of mental con to the discovery, which I believe, as
dered the sale of the five-masted
A SPECIALTY
golf,
but
relies on golf to keep him in centration, and in that lies one of its has been stated, is one of the most
schooner Jennie Flood Kreger to
fit
physical
and mental condition to greatest benefits, for no matter how important ever made, and destined to
Meals, 11:30 to 7:30
satisfy a claim of the Central Wharf
solve
the
tremendous
problems he has perplexing problems of business may work a great revolution In the indus
Tea Service, 3:00 to 5:00 P. M.
Towboat Co. of Portland of $250. The
before
him
at
all
times.
Atind you, be, when you are once started on ;
For Reservations, Tel. Rockport 176 schooner is from Boothbay Harbor.
this Is not for the fun of the game, round over the links interest is so cen trial world."
but solely because the President knows tercd in "the little white ball’’ that the
that a round of golf, with its exercise mental burdens or worries of the office, YOUR FAVORITE POEM
our rim:
in the open air, will do more to put counting room or study are left at the
la upheld by good workmanship. If mind and body In fine shape than any first tee, and temporarily forgotten
ADDRESS TO THE WOODLARK.
That golf has come to stay there is
you want
other form of exercise.
sweet warbling woodlark, stay.
The hold that golf has taken on the no question. It has ceasetf to be the 0Norstay,
quit
for me the trembling spray;
A MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
American business and professional fad it was first thought to be, and has A hapless lover courts they lay.
that will endure, built of the finest man is so Incomprehensible that mis taken the place it deserves as premier
Thy soothing fond complaining.
granite or marble by skilled experts, conception of the game by those who of ail games of skill. While many Again, again that tender part,
I may catch thy melting art;
coine in and lei us submit designs and know nothing of its fascination is real cities have laid out municipal courses That
For surely that would touch her heart,
estimates for our approval.
ly to be expected. It was Daiy, the it is to be hoped that more cities will
Wha kills me wl’ disdaining.
We would like you to see or let us comedian, I believe, who tarly in the recognize the value of golf from the
tell you about some of the fine monu development of the game here, said of standpoint of public health and make Say, was they little mate unkind.
heard thee as the careless wind?
ments we have erected recently.
golf. "Oh! yes; it's a great game; you suitable appropriations for public And
Oh, nocht but love and sorrow join'd
’
hit a little rubber ball with a club and links, so thut those whose clrcum
Sic notes o’ woe could wauken.
If you find it the same day, you win.' stances do not permit their Joining Thou tells o' never-ending care,
FRED S. MARCH
speechless grief and dark despair:
Golf is really only about 30 years old regularly organized golf cluba may O'
For pity’s sake, sweet bird, nae mair.
Tke New Menumeetal Werareeew
here, although its traditions run back have the opportunity of taking up and
Or my poor heart Is broken!
Park St. Cor. Brick.
Roekland,
__
«re»t
several centuries In Scotland and Hol- playing the game,
—Robert Burna

rery reasonable.
Communications upon topic* of general inter,
eat are solicited.
Entered at tne poetofllce in Bockland for drculatlon at seconl-claaa postal rates.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

Belfast

Chicken Dinners

THE
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WINDSOR
HOTEL

WISCASSET INN
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SCORING

The Courier-Gazette

FOR

FAIR

Gazette the new corporation (the name

START-

of which has not been decided upon),
will have seven directors, two of which

three-times-a-week

Last Coast Affairs Will Soon Be Managed By New Own- ’re to be

Rockland, Maine, August 20, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the office
•f the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of August 18.
1921’ there was printed a total of 5966 copies
Before me,
"

1

.

Officials of the East Coast companies

Notary Public.

KNOX COUNTY'S SOLDIERS

in

this

most

SLEPT ON

SINKING

CRAFT.

the eourt- Th* Capt. and Crew of Portland Fishing Sloop Memiva Had
mentioned
Narrow Escape At McLoon Wharf.
are those of F.

prominently

connection

Lewis Cass of Lynn, Mass, and P. A.

FRANK B MILLER,
*

names

ers.—What the Decrees Provide.

Every-Other-Day

Portland, attorneys for the receivers.

4

Taft •f
returned
Thursday
from
Portland, Cadwalader, Wickersham
where the District Court had confirmed New York, also for the receivers, are
the bids made at auction sale in this to receive the same amounts, and $2500

Jugerson of Medford, Mass.

Both are

large stock holders.
The Courier-Gazette was also correct

in its exclusive

announcement

that

Some of the patriotic citizens of Knox
holders of preferred stock in the old
ity the previous day. A strong spirit goes to Philip G. Clifford as special
County are soon to be called upon to of optimism was in the air at the
corporations would receive share for
master.
express their love of country in a general offices on Tillson wharf, where
share of capital stock in the new con
It should be understood in the
fashion as direct as displayed by The Courier-Gazette reporter visited
cern but the plan of exchanging com
I mention of attorneys’ fees that $10,000
them so many times and so unselfish them Thursday afternoon. Frank B.
mon stock has been altered.
The
I goes to each law firm mentioned, and
ly during the World War.
The oc
holders will receive one share of capi
ish, who Is acting as treasurer for the , not to each individual.
casion arises in connection with the receivers, was found in charge, and
tal stock for 20 shares of common
The receivers are given the right to
encampment of the 3d Regiment of the while the details of reorganization are 1
stock.
apply to the court for permission to
National Guard and Coast Artillery, still in a somewhat embryotic stage,
The
receivers, Gen.
George
W.
, recommit any claim they may see fit.
which will be held at Fort Williams he was able to say that everything
Goethals of New York and Harry M
About 20
attorneys for various
from Sept. 1st to 15th.,
was moving to the satisfaction of the parties were present at the hearings Verrill of Portland, are anxious to be
Knox County furnishes to this regi new owners, and that George Bullock
relieved of thsir task as soon as pos
Wednesday, which were mostly in the
ment three companies of its splendid of New York who is to be the executive
sible.
Their work has
been
to
nature of long conferences and dis- |
young men, some 150 of whom will be head of the new concern, would be in
straighten out the tangled affairs of the
cussions over the proposed decrees.
able to attend the encampment, a con
two corporations, the conversion of
charge here within the week.
Entrance of these decrees into court
tribution of which our people may
The reorganization plans have under records was made without objection raw material into finished product,
well be proud. In the light of this gone many changes since the first
the disposal of surplus materials, and
by any person present.
It was ex
fact we believe that they will allow tentative draft, for it has been the
the maintenance of the plant in as
plained that no claims were to be made
pone of these young men to suffer any policy of the committee to make cer
good condition as possible. There has
on the part of the reorganization com
financial loss by reason of their con tain of its ground. The proposition is
been no purenasing of new materials;
mittee for services rendered to come
tribution of time and effort to the just
big one, and the new owners propose out of the sale price. Instructions will on the contrary the receivers have dis
business of learning the rudiments of to avoid any error or entanglement
posed to best advantage of valuable
be given later on the matter of dis
modern soldiering.
We think the that could in any way retard the early
inventories, converting stock into cash
position of two funds held by receivers,
point deserves particular attention, as resumption of activity.
The East Coast still has a few thous
one being a fund of subscriptions to
and cases of cut fish in storage at Port
word comes that in some of the States
Just when operations of a productive stock received since receivers took over
employers have been encountered who nature will be resumed, and how the
land, but everything else has been dis
companies’ affairs and the other from
discharged their men who went to work will be carried on, Mr Fish was
posed of.
sale of Steamer Arethusa. The pe
camp, and in other cases docked their not in a position to say, but he did as
The reorganization committee will
tition of receivers for discharge will be
Wages.
find clean desks, and will be in a po
sert that the work would be on no received
after
these
matters
are
Adjutant General Ha,dley, with de such elaborate plan as before, and
sition to proceed without embarrass
settled.
sire to secure all possible co-operation that the policy would be not to pro
ments of any sort.
Judge Hale complimented the coun
in this connection, took up with Judge duce more than there was a chance of
The fish market is showing slight
sel for the manner in which they had
Cleaves, executive secretary of the As distributing. This statement carries
improvement. It is off season with the
handled the oases and he in turn was
sociated Industries of Maine, the the ring of reasonableness. Stability
foreign markets until December, but
praised for impartial and fair super
proposition of trying to arrange with and not the spectacular is what the
the domestic markets, for cured fish,
vision and jurisdiction.
nil employers of men who are mem people most interested in the industry
will begin to show improvement early
The subscriptions to stock, made
bers of the National Guard and Coast now want to see.
in September,
since the corporations went into re
Artillery, to permit such to attend the
Many plans have been tentatively
The terms of the court decrees pro
ceivership, as referred to in one of the
encampm
rwy vide that in the Products Company
discussed and budgets have even been
foregoing paragraphs, relates to stock
The executi
prepared, but, as stated at the out
case a $25,000 deposit should be made
which was sold on the installment
set, there will be no blunders made on
land and ret .mended that each em and the sum of $269,264 in cash (this
plan. The payments on such stock, account of undue haste.
ployer should pay to each employe in may be more or less) deposited with
Disconsolate seagulls, voicing their
which have been made since the receiv
such case the difference between tlie the receivers; also that delivery be
ers were appointed, have all been lament over the present desolate con
pay he will receive at camp and the made to the receivers for cancellation
ditions on the Rockland water front,
segregated, likewise the proceeds from
will soon be on the wing, finding
amount his wages would be if the of the I. M Taylor note for $134,200,
the sale of the Arethusa.
i thsir meal ticket in the resumption of
remained at his regular employment
with release of all his claims, and de
As already told in The Courier- j the fish industry.
There are 75 corporations belonging livery to receivers of release of claims
(to the Associated Industries of Maine, of the I. M. Taylor Co. Inc., of New
covering practically the industrial life Jersey of $179,204.13. In the Fisheries
of the State. The probability is that Company case, assets shall be also
they will unanimously adopt the rec transferred to bidders by receivers on
ommendation of the committee, with payment of a $25,000 deposit on ac
the exception of those few who state count, of $131,122.63 in cash and de
that they are to adhere to their livery of release of all claims against
■usual custom of giving the employes this company of the I. M. Taylor Co.,
tt vacation with full pay.
against the defendant for $396,204.13.
Our notion Is that every employer
The decrees in each case provide that
This is the store for Victor
who has an employe enlisted in any operation of properties and all ex
service! We have a complete
one of Knox County’s three com penses in connection with date of sale
panies of Coast Artillery is going to be and changing of title shall be charge
stock of Victroias and Victor
glad to let him go to the encampment able to bidders.
Records for immediate selection.
and allow his wages to run right
The receivers are authorized to re
Victrola VI-A, 420
No one need delay—our easy
along, deducting only the amount frain from conveyance and transfer of
of the pay that he will receive in property; and from cash received by
payment plan makes it possible to have a
camp. That is what is meant by our them as part of the purchase price
Victrola
in your home at once.
allusion to patriotism. The National and cash on hand and in banks, the
Come
in and let us give you a demonstration.
Guard is the military bulwark of our receivers shall pay expenses of admin
Nation. With a standing army of only istration. .Bidders are to have the
Victors and Victroias $10 to $400.
lad,000 we must have in reserve
right to apply to the court for recom
highly trained citizen soldiery. The mitment of any claim or lien or other
MAINE MUSIC CO.
yearly encampment of 15 days be wise, and shall be .entitled to have any
comes therefore of the supremest im claim re-committed wlpen the court
Rockland’s Music Store
portance. The young man who gives shall decide there is just cause. In
ibis time to it, and to the arduous each of the two cases, attorney’s fees
drill-work throughout the year, is en were named, among which is $10-000 in
titled to the enthusiastic and patriotic each for Verrill, Hale, Booth 4 Ives of
support of every citizen. Not to lend
him the form of assistance indicated
in this article would be to aim a blow
not alone at the individual soldier but
at our country itself.

Victroias and Victor Records

’ for Everybody

BOLD YOUNG FISHERMEN
Tuesday morning John Moore, Wil
liam Moore, Dudley Page, Osgood Gil
bert, Jr., and Alfred G. Saunders went
as guests of George Gilbert on a fish
Ing trip. They left Crescent Beach
at an early hour in the good boat
“Sylvia D.” under the guiding hand of
Capt. Roy Dow, who is known as an
able sflaman all along the coast. All
men aboard enjoyed the trip very
much and came home well repaid for
their efforts. Their catch consisted of
about 100 of the best rock cod that
have ever been eaught in these parts,
and they ore frank enough to admit
that they also fed a few.
A FREAK PULLET.

W. A. Mink of South Hope informs
The Courier-Gazette that he is the
owner of a pullet four months old that
lays. It takes 16 of her eggs to weigh
a pound. Mr. Mink rightly calls her
freak. The freak pullet editor harm
heard of her match this season.
Rode Horseback 5,000 Miles.

The record for the longest individual
ride of which ail authentic account has
been given is held by Lieut. Penchkof
of the ltu.
' ■
'
sSJ he
rode from I.
.nn.n in distant SI
beria, a plac« with an ttnpronounceable name, to St. Petersburg, a dis

tance of over 5,000 miles, In 193 days,
This was more of an endurance than
a speed test. Riding an ordinary pony
of Siberian breed, carrying no baggage
or provisions, he averaged thirty-seven
miles a day and often made more than
fifty-six miles a day.. He rested
night.
He used the same horse
throughout tlie trip. Starting, every
morning nt 7, he generally made but
one stop for rest during the day, slm
ply loosening the girdle of his saddle
while resting, but retired every night at
fi. As he approached St. Petersburg
after his long ride a life guard regi
went with two bands met him and es
ported him into the city, where he wns
received by tlie czar and knighted for
bis achievement.
Removing Jar Lids.

“When it seems almost impossible tc
remove tlie top of your fruit jar, bold
the cover tinder hot running water for
a few moments and you will be sur
prised bow easily tlie lid will, unscrew.
la There a Doubter Present?
The easiest thing In tlie world—con
vincing a pretty widow, whose aged
husband left her a million, to believ
that It was ail for the best.

HERE IT IS!

What You’ve AU Been Waiting For

The five men who came to this port
Thursday afternoon in the Portland
fishing sloop Minerva got the scare of
their lives early yesterday morning
when they awoke to find the stern of
the craft well under water, and the
boat about to make a plunge for the
bottom.
Capt. Charles Jordan, skipper of the
fisherman, shouted a lusty alarm, and
the four members of his crew tumbled
out of their bunks and clambered in
a half dazed condition over the side
of McLoon’s wharf, where the sloop
was docked. Their exit wns not a
moment too soon, for the water closed
over the deck while they were still
lamenting the fact that all of their
personal effects were still on board.
Capt. Jordan was lucky enough to
save $105 in cash, and one of the crew
saved his suitcase. William Smith of
Gloucester was the last to leave the
sloop and reached the top of the wharf
clad in his undershirt. In this con
dition he hoofed it to the police sta
tion, where he obtained shelter for
the remainder of the night.

The other members of the crew were
Donald Campbell of Boston and Frank
Stanley ami Reuel Norton of Portland.
They were uptown when the stores
opened rigging out in new wearing
apparel and joking one another on
their unlooked for regalia and vaca
tion.
I
“It’s ail a mystery to me," said
Capt. Jordan to The Courier-Gazette
reporter, when asked how it happened.
"We came in at 1 o’clock Thursday
afternoon with 3000 pounds of fresh
fish which we had caught 18 miles
southeast of Matinicus Rock.
We
came in for a harbor, but didn't ex- '
pect to spend the night in quite that
fashion.
"I was awakened about 2 a. m. by
the sound of rushing water. 1 shoul^
say there were then four feet of water
over the stern, and the water was
rushing through the companionway
into the forecastle.”
The rest has already been told.
The sloop was owned by Capt. Jor
dan and C. N. Trefethen of Portland.
The underwriters were notified.

. What

They

In high
musical
circles
Is Proved

BODYGUARD TO CARUSO.

Frank S. Mondo, Detective Sergeant, Visiting in Thomas
ton, Figured in Blackhand Arrests.

SNOWS

every day in

while the other was subsequently shot
and killed.
Mondo and Caruso were fellow coun
trymen—Neapolitans. and between j
them sprang up an intimate friendship.
The detective was in Caruso's New i
York audience as frequently as cir- I
cumstances would permit and shared
the popular belief that the world had
no greater singer. They dined to
gether at the Knickerbocker, and
Caruso never failed to give the detec
tive a hearty greeting wherever they

Thomaston has an interesting visitor
in the person of Frank S. Mondo, the
New York detective sergeant, who act
ed as bodyguard to the world famous
tenor Enrico Caruso, after the latter
had been threatened with blackhand
letters seven years ago. Mr. Mondo
also had an important part in the cap
ture of two of the criminals, a feat
which was accomplished in a clever
and dramatic manner, af'er the blackhand artists had gone to the stipu
lated spot to collect the $15,000 de
manded in their letters.
The blackhanders were thoroughly
armed, and would have made their
captors pay a very dear price, if the
surprise had not been so complete.
The prisoners were sentenced to seven
and one-half years in Sing Sing, but
one forfeited bail, and is still at large,

half a million
homes

achieved perfect rendi
tion of even such diffi

cult tones as those of

"Caruso had no fear, and personally
did not want a bodyguard," Mr. Mon
do told The Courier-Gazette reporter.
Mr. Mondo is the guest in Thom
aston of Edward O. Shibles. a native
of that town, who has long been con
nected with the New York police de
partment.
He is enjoying every
minute of his stay.

THE
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But Big Fight in Twilight League Is Coming Next Week,
With Many Postponed Games To Play.

tember—come in and

hear them or send for
The Snow Company found the Knox
Electrics an easy stepping stone to
first place in the Twilight League, last
night, but many important games are
to be played the coming week, and
it’s a wise guy who can tell who will
be ahead one week from tonight. The
standing:
Won Lost P. C.
Snows ............................ 9
3
.730
Legion ............................ 8
3
,727
Lobsters ........................ 9
4
.693
Chisox ............................ 7
8
.466
Electrics ........................ 5
9
.351
Lime Co.......................... 5
9
.357
Rockport ....................... 2
9
.182
• • • •
During the next two weeks many
postponed games In the Twilight
League are to be played. The arbi
tration committee has prepared the
following schedule, which patrons of
the games are advised to clip for their
own convenience.
Aug. 23—Legion vs. Lime Co., 4.30
p. m.
Aug. 31—Snows vs. Legion, two
games commencing at 4.30.
Aug. 24—Lobsters vs. Snows, 4.30
p. m.
Aug. 25—Rockport vs. Chisox, two
games commencing at 4.30 p. m.
Aug. 27—Legion vs. Lobsters.
Aug. 29—Lobsters vs. Snows, 4.30
p. nt.
Sept. 2—Knox Electrics vs. Rock
port, at 4.30 p. m.
Where only one game is scheduled it
is in addition to the regular evening
game, and will be played at 4.30 p. m.
A postponed game between the Legion
and Rockport, is pending but the date
has not been decided upon.

Snows 6, Electrics 1

list.

....

There was a good reason why the
Electrics did not win last night's game,
and the other name of that good reason
was Bill Foster. His portside delivery
v.as again in fine working order and
he averaged two strikeouts each inning.
Allen and Louraine made the only
hits off him. Allen’s fielding was little
short of sensational, the climax com
ing with his unassisted double play.
The summary:
Snows ............ 0 3 0 0 0 3 0—6
Electrics ........ 1 0 0 0 tt 0 0—1
Base hits. Snows 8, Electrics 2.
Errors, Snows 3, Electrics 4. Stolen
bases. Foster. Dunais, Beaudoin. Perry,
Sullivan. Double play, Allen, unas
sisted. Bases on balls, off Foster 2.
Struck out, by Foster 14, by Upton 4.
Passed ball, Dunais. Umpire, Pease.
Scorer, Healey.

V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main St.

MACHINIST ANO ENGINEER
experimental and repair work

R. B. MAGUNE
636 Main St Rockland, Me.
96-107

Automobile, Storage Battery
Starter and Generator
REPAIRING
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING & BRAZING, SER
|
I

VICE STATION FOR WILLARD STORAGE BAT
TERY and STROMBERG CARBURETOR
Ignition Coils and Parts,

We keep Starter and Generator Parts.

WANTED IN VERMONT

Trainer’s
Newly Fitted and
Furnished is
Open for
Business
Thanking you all for gen
erous patronage in the past,
with increased facilities

I

can assure you of the same
courteous

treatment

and

prompt service day or night

LOOK FOR THE BIG J
Opposite

Security Trust Co.

M. P. TRAINER

Arthur Cohan, Charged With
Swindling Green Mountain
Folks, Arrested at Megunticook Lake.
Arthur Cohan of Mattapan, Mass.,
who is wanted in Newport and other
Vermont cities, on the charge of ob
taining money tinder false pretences,
was arrested Thursday night at
Megunticok Lake, where he was oc
cupying a cottage with his wife and
some friends. The arrest was made by
Deputy Sheriffs Anderson and Orbeton,
at the instigation of E. C. Brown of
the James K. Wood Detective Agency
of Boston, who has been on Cohan’s
trail for several weeks, and who will
be remembered here as one of the
detectives who figured in the Bradbury
case several years ago.
Sheriff Everett Hill of Orleans
county and State Attorney A. W.
Farnham arrived last night to take
charge of Cohan.
Posing as a representative of a con
cern known as the People’s Furniture
Co. of Boston, Cohan went Into Ver
mont last summer and'is alleged to
have organized so-called 50-cent clubs,
under the terms of which each of the
supposed 60 members would pay 50
cents a week, and one would get a prize
consisting of furniture or dishes
valued at $30. The prizes were sup
posed to have been sent by the Boston
Furniture Co., and were of a character
which' brought new club members
rapidly.
At the end of the 59th week Cohan
ceased to collect the dues, and mem
bers who did not receive the expected
prize on the final week began an in
vestigation which is alleged to have
resulted in the exposure of a swindle
whereby the club had hundreds of
members in the various cities instead
of 60 and the receipts had mounted
well into the thousands.

Deer* Can Smell Two Mile*.
Through the sense of smell doer can
detect the presence of uiun or wolf
from a distance vf two miles.

TRY A BRUNSWICK TIRE
Sold with Unlimited Mileage Guarantee

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632-4 Main Street

-

-

Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE

GLADIOLI
In All Shades $1.00 Per Dozen

C. M. THOMAS
Maverick Square, Telephone 225-M.
and

8 Spruce Street Telephone 690-W
97tf

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK STREET
We do first class Laundering in a

SANITARY LAUNDRY
CALL 170
LAUNDRY «-9»
PEOPLE’S

1

Every-Other-Day

Waterville

Damariscotta

Oct. 6—Tranquility Grange Agricultural
soclatlon meets in Lincolnville.
Oct. 10-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W. F. Jl. S. at Rockland M. E.
Church.
FAMILY REUNI0N8.

Aug. 23—Robbins family at Bean's Grove,
Appleton.
Aug 24—Crockett family at- home of George
A Crockett, Thomaston
Aug 24 —Fogler and Payson families, at
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 24—Mank family at Edwin Manks'
Grove.
Aug. 24—Crockett family at the home of
George A. Crockett, Thomaston
Aug 25—-Hoffses family 39th annual reunion
at W. J. Brasler's, Brooklyn Heights, Thomas
ton.
Aug. 25—Robinson family at St. George
Grange hall
Aug 25—Post-Ames family at Oakland Park.
Aug. 25—Lissell and Sweetland families at
Victor Grange hall, Searsmont
Aug. 30—Wilson-Teel families at Frank
Towle's, Port Clyde.
Aug. 31—Simmons family at home of Edrlc
Edgecomb in Appleton.
Aug 31—Wentworth family at home of Leon
ard Wentworth In Searsmont.
Aug. 31—Kalloch family at Oakland Park
Aug 31—Hills family at the home of E. H
Clarry, Union.
Aug. 31—Wlnchenbaugh family at Edwin
Mank’s Grove, East Waldoboro
Aug. 31—The 41st annual reunion of the In
graham family at Reunion Grove, Oakland
Park.
Sept. 6—Wellman family, at home of Charles
Wellman In Belmont.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Final Reduction of Summer
Merchandise*

SUITS and COATS
t

STREET FLOOR.

20 Sport Coats, $12.50 and $1 5.00 values, reduced
to .............................................................................. $10.00

Schooner Frank Brainerd sailed yes
terday for Apple River, N. S„ to load
lumber for Hartford.—Schooner Storm
Petrel sailed yesterday for Salem, for
orders.—Schooner Lizzie D. Small,
lumber laden from Bangor, sailed yes
terday for Vineyard Haven, for or
ders.—Schooner Lavinia M. Snow is
chartered to load curbstone at Sulli
van for New York.—Schooner Gilbert
Stancllffe is at Port Reading, loading
coal for Vinalhaven.

1

Taupe Serge Coat, silk lined, size 45, $50, reducedto $25.00

1

Brown Tweed Coat, size 38, $39.50, reduced to................ $25.00

1

1

Brown Tweed Wool, size 36, $35, reduced to................ $20.00
Henna Mixture Coat', size 18, $25, reduced to................ $15.00

1

Henna Velour Short Dolman, size 36, $35, reduced to..$20.00

1 Orange Coat, Misses size, $45, reduced to........................ $25.00
1 Copen Jersey Coat, trimmed with tan, size 14, $29.50, reduced
to ......................................................................................... $10.00
1 Tan Jersey Cloth Coat, size 38, $22.50, reduced to.......... $10.00

2 Covert Cloth Coats, silk lined

MANY GOOD TRADES LEFT
IN

SEASONABLE GOODS

New Fall Goods Coming

in at Prices 20 to 30%

♦♦ •*

Get Our New Prices on
BOYS and GIRLS
SCHOOL
SHOES

237 Main St, Rockland, Maine
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

reduced to ........................... ............................................ $15.00
1 Pekin Bolivia Coat, size 36............................................... $25.00
2 Long Black Quilted Satin Coats, $50, reduced to.......... $35.00

10 Navy Serge Coats, mostly large sizes............................. $15.00
2

Black Velvet Coats, 36 and 38 sizes, $39.50, reduced to $25.00

1

Black Velvet Coat, size 38, $35, reduced to..................... $20.00

1 Black Satin Coat, short, Misses size, $35, reduced to... .$20.00

2 Velour Plaid Capes, each.................................................... $20.00
1 Navy Tricotine Cape, embroidery trimmed, $50 reduced
to .......................................................................................... $35.00

1 Brown Dolman, tan embroidery trimmed, Bolivia Cloth,
Aliases size, $50, reduced to............................................ $25.00

1 Navy Tricotine Dolman, size 36, $50, reduced to.......... $35.00
9 Jersey

Suits,

originally

priced

at

$25 and $29.50,

$22,

now ................................ . .................................................... $15.00
1 Brown Heather, size 40
3 Navy Blue, Tuxedo front, sizes 14, 42 and 44

1 Green Jersey, size 16
1 Brown Heather, Norfolk style, size 16
1 Brown Heather, high collar style, size 16

1 Navy Tricotine Suit, blouse back, size 16, $52.50, reduced
to .......................................................................................... $25.00
1 Navy Tricotlne Suit, Tuxedo model, with sash and blouse

back, Misses size, $59.50, reduced to.......................... $20.00

1 Navy Tricotine Suit, size 20, $75, reduced to................. $37.50
1 Green and white combination suit, size 18, $29.50, reduced
to ..........................................................................................120.00

SKIRT SALE

and lo continue throughout the week the balance of our
stock of White Surf Satin and Gabardine Skirts—

nearly all sizes—up to 42 band.

$5.00

$3.50

Values formerly $2.95 to $7.50

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
BORN
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will
Hoyt—Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 14, to Rev. and
have work on the third degree Monday
Mrs A. E Hoyt, a daughter—Ruth.
night.
Watts—Thomaston. Aug. 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert

Watts, a daughter—Wllllmenna Stin

The residence of the late Giles A. sons.
Dunbar—Shanghai, China, Aug. 15, to Mr.
Stuart on Limerock street, has been and Mrs. Philip H. Dunbar, formerly of Wins
sold through Robert U. Collins' agency low, Me., a son.
to B. C. Perry, Sr. and will be occupied
DIED
by Lawrence Perry.

Erickson—North Warren, Aug. 18, Frederick
Erickson, aged 8 years.
Hemenway—Warren, Aug. 17. Mary Ann Henenwa.v, aged 100 years, 6 months and 20 days.
Clements—Rockland, Aug. 16, Reginald S.
Jr , infant son of Reginald and Fannie Clem
ents. aged 1 day. Burial in Fairfield.
Errlckson—Warren, Aug 18, Charles Fred
erick, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Errickson,
aged 8 years, 10 months and 14 days.

Feet Hurt?

A cable message received Aug. 15
from Shanghai, China, announced the
birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs. Philip
H. Dunbar, formerly of Winslow. Mr.
Dunbar is a nephew of the Misses
Young, of North Main street, and rep
resents in Shanghai the Boston egg
house of H. J. Keith & Co., being in
charge of their factory, which ships
to Seattle great quantities of eggs
that have been subjected to a preserv
ing process.

CAMDEN

••»•
Rev. H. Sargent Scarborough, pas
tor of the St. John's Methodist Episco
pal church of Brooklyn, will preach
at the First Baptist church Sunday
morning and evening. Music will be
furnished by the Chorus Choir. The
church school meets at the close of
the morning service, with classes for
ail. The Tuesday evening prayer
meeting will be in charge of Deacons
Palmer, Morey and Ingraham and all
are invited.
• • • •
District Superintendent, Rev. J. H.
Gray, will preach at the Methodist
Episcopal church Sunday morning and
evening. Mr. Gray has called a meet
ing of the official board of the church
for Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock to
talk over plans for the future in con
nection with the present vacancy in
the pulpit caused by Mr. Crossland's
release. The church has been very
fortunate in securing for Sunday, Aug.
28, Rev. H. Sargeant Scarborough of
St. Johns Methodist Episcopal church
of Brooklyn, N. Y„ who is visiting in
Camden.
• • • •
Universalist church: At the morn
ing service at 10.30 the pastor, Rev.
John M. Ratcliff, will have as his sub
ject "The Unknown Future." The
musical program will be as follows:
Trio, “Hear Our Prayer,” Abbott;
duet, “God Is Love," Jerome; solo, "A
Little While,” Briggs, Mrs. E. R.
Veazie. The church Council will meet
•Tuesday evening at 7.30 for the plan
ning of important work for the coming
months. The services at the Hope
church will be at 10.30 a. m., standard,
for the rest of the month. Dr. Robbins
of Lawrence, Mass., will be the
preacher.

WIGHT’S "agg1
We read in some paper, the other day, a little article
about a man that sold his pig for thirteen dollars. A
neighbor asked him how much profit he made at that
price.
He said he bought the shoat at $3.00,
the lumber for the pen $5.00, the grain to
feed him for $5.00. Well said the friend, he cost what
you sold him for, what did you get out of it. Well, he
said, I had the use of the pig all summer.

So with this mess of drugs. If we can just have the
use of them a few days, and just get our cost, we shall
be satisfied, as we want the fixtures.

Special for Saturday and Monday
Large bottle Nujol......................................................... $1.11
Large bottles Syrup Hyphosphites... ,.......................26c
Small cakes White Italian Castile Soap............................ 5c
Large cakes . .*..................................................................... 10c

Parrow Wax..................................................... 15c pound
Fancy Large California Peaches....................... $1.90 box
Royal Lily Flour 1-8 bag................................................ $1.30
10 lb, tub Compound Lard............................................. $1.40
Granulated Sugar ................................................................. 7c

BaLli Times: Miss Jennie Sawyer of
Dummer street left Thursday to pass
Remember, this is the home of Claremont Coffee. The
the remainder of the week In Camden
as a guest of Miss Katherine Dahlgren.
drink of the people.
Miss June Rideout has been a guest
of Miss Dahlgren for the last two
weeks.
Rev. Herbert D. Jones of Port Wash
ington. b. I. will speak at the Metho
dist church on Sunday morning. The
Epworth League service will be held
at 6 p. m„ hut the 7 o’clock service will
be omitted.
The Civil Service Commission an
nounces an open competitive exami
nation for the position of postmaster
of Rockport to be held at the Camden
postofflee September 10. Application
Form 2241 and Form 2223, containing
full information as to the require
ments to be met may be obtained from
the office at which the vacancy exists
or from the United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C.
Rev. A. M. Rihbany, who delivered
lecture on “Wise Men from the East
THE CLASSIEST TROTS
and from the West" Friday evening
at the Yacht Club will give a second
THE LIVELIEST MIDWAY
lecture, “Can Humanity be Civilized,"
at that place on next Tuesday evening,
CONTINUOUS STAGE SHOW
at 8 o’clock, daylight. These lectures
are for the benefit of the Library
BIG CATTLE EXHIBIT
Fund.
The Klark-Urban Company, who
Holstein Winners in Line for New England Champion
have a three day’s engagement here
ships at Springfield Exposition
will give a matinee, "Smooth as Silk”
The new Buick Four which the
this Saturday afternoon, followed by
AEROPLANE FLIGHTS, FIREWORKS, AGRICUL
Rockland Motor Mart has been adver
'The Other Wife” this evening.
Kathleen Noris’ great story, "Poor tising "has arrived," says Manager
TURAL DISPLAY, SENSATIONAL DIV1NGDear Margaret Kirby” will be pic Veazie, and he adds enthusiastically,
tured at the Comique Theatre Satur “she's a bird.”
FERARI CIRCUS, FERRIS WHEEL, VEday afternoon and evening; Monday,
NET1ON SWINGS, WHIP AND MANY
Ethel Clayton in ‘‘The Thirteenth
Commandment” and Tuesday, Alice
NOVELTIES
Brady in “The New York Idea.”
The District Nursing Association
was recently the recipient of a check
SATURDAY S
AUTO
ROOMS
ROOMS
for $117 from the Garden Club for
which they acknowledge their sincere Why park by the wayside whan you
AUGUST 27
The Latest Sensation
RACES
gratitude and thanks.
can get a
Miss Bernice Cole of Bremen is a
Special Railroad Rates
guest at John J. Paul's.
Clean
Mrs. Hollie Bennett and daughter
Helen have returned from a several
SOMETHING DOING, ALL THE TIME
Comfortable Cool Room
week's visit in Iron Mountain, Mich,
at.
the
and Milwaukee. Wis.
Miss Hazel Crane is the guest of
LINDSEY HOUSE
Miss Hitchcock at Camp Agassiz,
Gloucester.
Cor. Main and Lindsey Streets
Sylvester Arau is visiting friends in
Charlestown, Moosehead Lake and
For 50c, 75c and $1.00
Ripogenous Dam.
Today—TOM MOORE in “MADE IN HEAVEN”
Miss Janice B. Robinson of Cam
Rockland, Mains
bridge, Mass is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Reuel Robinson.
MONDAY
TUESDAY
FRED L. EATON, Proprietor
Jack Perlmitter and Dr. Miller of
Public Telephone
LIEUT. LOCKLEAR
SESSUE HAYAKAWA
New York are guests of their cousin,
99-101
Louis Langman.
—IM—
------IN-----Mr. and Mrs. Theodore E. Clark and
“THE SKYWAYMAN
children, who have been guests of his
“BLACK ROSES”
mother, Mrs. Eugene M, Clark, have
A story of life and thrills above
Penned
in Jail for life he thought
returned to their home in Marysville,
the clouds, featuring the airman
Mich.
only of his bride and black roses,
who gave the world its greatest
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith of Exeter,
thrill.
A thrilling drama.
N. H„ Mrs. Fred Parker and Mrs.
Charles Fiske of Marlboro, Mass, are
guests of Mrs. Flora Barnard.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Kendricksen
IN ROCKLAND
recently entertained at luncheon, Mr.
and Mrs. E. K. Leighton of Rockland.
FRANK MAYO in “THE MARRIAGE PIT”
Be Sure and Visit at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. C. Boyd of
A story of Wall Street and a woman's pride. The star has a
Brookline, Mass, and Mr. and Mrs.
powerful rule.
Louis E. Wardwell at the camp of her
mother. Mrs. W. G. Alden, Lake
NEXT WEEK: ‘OUT OF THE DARK” and^NOBODY’S KID”'
Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Flanders of New
York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Crescent Beach
Duffy.
Mrs. Owen Staples, who has been
for a real old fashion
attending the summer session at Cas
tine Normal School, has returned
home.
Miss Alice Perkins of Brookline is
the guest of Mrs. J. C. Curtis.
Mrs. Carl Hunter and daughter of
PLENTY OF NICELY
Woodsfords are guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess.
COOKED FOOD
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Manning of
Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
Brookline, Mass, were at the White
AT REASONABLE RATES
hall this week prior to a two week’s
CARS AFTER THE DANCE
trip to Bar Harbor.
Telephone 425*4
Mrs. Walter Handy of Waltham,
MARSTON’S MUSIC
Mass, is the guest for two weeks of her
GOOD CROWDS
GOOD TIMES
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Bukltn.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Bucklin, Mr and
Mrs. Henry Tripp and Mrs. Walter
Handy are spending the weekend in
iiWiMiiiiw
Lewiston.
Eugene Bryant of Boston has been
spending a few days with relatives in
town. His son Philip who accom
panied him will remain for a month’s
visit.
Mrs. A. Hatch and daughter Louise
of Wollaston, Mass, are guests of Mr.
THE PARK FOR PICNICS AND CHILDREN’S OUTINGS
and Mrs. C. W. Babb at their cottage,
Lake Megunticook.
Mrs. Harold Hanscom and son
Robert have a cottage for the week at
Crescent Beach.

The Wight Company

Bangor’s Big Fair
ALIA. 22-27

ROOMS

We placed on sale Wednesday morning, Aug. 17,

$2.00

St. Peter's church (Episcopal). Sun
day services at 7.30, 10.30 and 12.15,
fast time.
No service in Rockland
Sunday evening; service in Thomas
ton at 7. Holy day service Wednes
day. The parish notices are printed
on the first page.

Boston Shoe Store

Misses sizes, $25 and $35,

Harold Tolman, an employe of the
Street Railway was thrown from a
rock car yesterday when it was stop
ped suddenly to avoid collision with an
“The South is looking forward to a automobile. One of the rock car
rather tough season.” writes Ralph A. wheels passed over Mr Tolman's ankle,
Webber from Little Rock, Ark. “The
breaking two of the bones.
price of cotton is down to 12* cents a
Rebekahs who attend the picnic at
pound. I went over a 3400 acre plan
Oakland Park next Wednesday, are
Walter G. Stern of the New York requested to take dishes, salads, sand
tation last week, and the boll weevil
had destroyed about half of the crop. firm of Colman, Stern & Elllngwood, wiches and cake.
The same thing prevails throughout who is occupying the Smith cottage
the central South. A lot of the acre at Bay Point, motored recently to
age was put to corn and sorghum. Newport, R. I., where he acted as one
THERE WILL BE A
Prices are fair, but all of that crop of the Judges of a dog show, the size
will have to be held over. Water of which may be judged from the fact
SUPPER AND DANCE
melons are selling for 8 and 10 cents, that there were 475 entries In the ter
some of them real ones, weighing rier class alone. Mr. Stern’s Cadillac
AT THE
around 30 pounds. Cantaloupes are sedan showed 660 miles travel on the
trip. Mr. Stern made some interest
retailing at 25 centi a dozen.1
GRANGE HALL
ing experiments as to gas consump
This week's mails have brought tion.
SOUTH THOMASTON
many letters hnd post cards from the
Monday Evening, Aug. 22
U. S. Oklahoma, which had lately ar
H. R. Mullen of the Rockland Motor
rived at Balboa, Canal Zone, on its Mart staff arrived from Bath last
way to the Pacific Coast. The mes night with one of the new Bulck Fours
Music By
sages again. expressed the pleasure model 1922, which sells for $1080, at
which ail of the officers and sailors tracting lots of attention.
Marston’s Orchestra
experienced on their Fourth of July
visit to Rockland. The Courier-Ga
Fred R. Spear received a telegram
zette was well pleased to receive a line
SUPPER FROM 5 TO 7
from R. S. Revell, who wrote: “Your yesterday, announcing the death of
Fred
Keizer,
formerly
of
Rockland,
paper surely did speak well of the men
Benefit of the Base Ball Team
on the Oklanoma, and I am one of The deceased was a resident of Red
many on the ship who deeply appre lands, Calif., and had been gradually
Ball Game at 6 o’clock
elate the treatment received here. I failing the past year. His wife, for
heartily thank you for your compli merly Annie (Spear) Kennedy, sur
Long Cove vs. Keag
ments to the ship.” Of course there vives him. The burial will take place
was a line from Peter Nelson, chief In Redlands.
boatswain's mate, who never forgets
A horse driven by Fred Gray in the
old friends. He said thnt P-tj ship
had just arrived from Peru, and all of Belfast races, yesterday, fell upon him
the men were looking forward eagerly as they/were coming down the stretch,
and the report was current here that
to mail from home.
the accident had resulted fatally. At
There is a Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort
the Waldo County Hospital last night
Appliance or Remedy for every
A 6003 MEDICINE
assurance was given that the accident
foot trouble. These sim
ple and affective devices
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE was not of a serious nature.
General debility and that tired feel
ing is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
This
highly concentrated, economical medi
cine is a great favorite In thousands of
homes. It is peculiarly successful in
purifying and revitalizing the blood
promoting digestion, restoring ani
mation, and building up the whole
system.
Get this dependable medicine today
and begin taking it at once.
If you need a laxative take Hood's
Pills. You will surely like them,

•«••

At the Littlefield Memorial church
on Sunday there will he preaching by
Rev. William Brewster at 10.30: Sun
day school at 12; Christian Endeavor
meeting at 6.15; evening service at
7.15.
• • * •
At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "The Danger of
Passing Judgment.” There will be
special music by the choir. The pub
lic is invited.

Lower Than Last Season

white and black. All sizes up to 48.

The strong Bath team meets Rock
land's best on the Oakland Park
grounds at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
At 6.15 p. m. there will be a post
poned game of the Twilight League,
between Rockport and the Legion.

The Rebekahs will picnic at Oak
land next Wednesday. Supper will be
served in the pavilion at 6 o'clock.
The housekeepers are Mrs. Maud
Cables and Mrs. Fiona Paiadlno.

FOOTWEAR

Jerseys and Flannels in navy, brown, copen, heather mixtures,

California peaches have the mon
opoly in the local fruit markets just
now, so Par as peaches are concerned.
Toothsome pears, ranging in price
from five to ten cents, keep them com
pany.

The name of Charles b. Chase was
accidentally omitted from the list of
Rockland men who have taken the
postmaster examination, and there are
consequently an even dozen of candi
dates entered instead of II as stated
in Thursday's issue. Mr. Chase is a
resident of Camden street, and has
been a railway mail clerk.

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Mind."

OF SUMMER

AT CUT PRICES
•

*

1 Light Green, size 16

George M. Simmons picked up three
pacers at the Belfast fair the first of
the week.

'__
Dr. Tweedie will be the speaker at
I the Gospel Mission Sunday at 2.30
and Rev. Howard Brown will preach
| at the evening meeting at 7.30.

* « • •

1 Copen Heather, high collar style, size 16

Donald Leach of Rockport, who has
been spending a week's vacation at
Megunticook, has resumed his posi
tion at the North National Bank.

FINAL
CLEAN UP

Clerk of Courts Griffin lias a few
copies of the inland llsh and game
laws which will be given to those first
applying.

Two games at Oakland Park today
—Rockland vs. Bath at 2.30 p. m. and
Legion vs. Rockport (Twilight beagus)
ht 6.15 p. m.
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WITH THE CHURCHES

NMIRC NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Aug.
31—(Thomaston—County Fair and
vaudeville for benefit of School Building Fund.
Sept. 3.-*Warren—Co B. 24th Maine Volun
teer Infantry meets at I. O. 0. F. hall.
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 5—Field Day of Third Battalion, Pa
triarchs Militant at Vinalhaven.
Sept. 9-12—New York Life Insurance Co.
convention at the Samoset.
Sept. 10—Civil Service examination for rural
mail carrier, in Rockland and Camden.
Sept. 12—Special State Election on Constitu
tional Amendments.
Sept. 14-16—Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs meets at Castine.
Sept. 14-17—Maine State Agricultural Fair
■ meets In Lewiston.
Sept 15-16—Hancock County Fair meets In
Bluehlll.
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets In
Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair meets In

t

/HO •:
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Calk of the Cown
Aug. 20—Washington Camp Meeting.
Aug. 21—Post Office pienie at Clark Island.
Aug. 22—First town meeting of the town of
Owls Head
Aug. 23-26—Stale Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox Ar
boretum
Aug 23-27—Eastern Maine Fair meets In
Bangor.
Aug 26-Sept. 4—Forty-fifth annual session
of Etna Spiritualist Association.
Aug 27—Knox Pomona Field Meeting nt
Union Pair Grounds.
Aug. 29 (6.311 P. >1 . standard) first town
meeting of the town of Owls Head, In the
schoolhouse.
Aug 30-Hept. 3—Central Maine Fair meets In

A

V

have brought foot com
fort to millions of people.
When fitted by oar ex
pert,tlley give immediate
relief and will correct the
cense of your suffering.
Bring your foot troubles
to us. No charge for
this eervice.

L. E. BLACKINGTON
CLOTHING AND 8HOE DEALER

AUTO POLO I

VISITORS

• EMPIRE THEATRE#

PENOBSCOT ARMS

Shore Dinner

DANCE ARCADE DANCE
SATURDAY EVENING, AUG. 20

OAKLAND PARK
SATURDAY

FINN FARMERS ORGANIZE

The Farmers’ Co-operative Assort
ation was organized in this city Mon
day. the headquarters of the corpor
ation being in West Rockport. Capi
tal stock, $9500; all common; nothing
paid in; par value, $100; shares sub
scribed, 5. President, Herman Aalto,
West Rockport; treasurer, Guster
laine. West Rockport; clerk, Anton
Miehelson, Warren: directors, Herman
Aalto of West Rockport, Mike bofman
of West Rockport, Guster bane of West
Rockport, Anton Miehelson of Warren
and John Wainio of West Rockport
Purposes, to carry on a general busi
ness of canning; dealing in all kinds of
food products of a perishable nature
or otherwise; and dealing in general
merchandise, etc.

B A. S E B A

2-30 P. M.

ROCKLAND vs. BATH

DANCING
BARNEY’S

ORCHESTRA

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.

I
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NO DEFENSE
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FOR MANY MONTHS
Portland

CHAPTER X,
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to help me. She tells me that money's
been sent to the big firm in Dublin—
money to take me across the sea to
Virginia."
Michael's face clouded.
"Yes, sir. To Virginia—and what
then?”
“Michael, we haven't a penny in
the world, you and I, but if I took one
farthing of that money I should hope
you would kill me. I'm hungry; we've
had nothing to eat since yesterday;
but If I could put my hands upon that
money here and now I wouldn’t touch
it. Michael, it looks as If we shall
have to take to the trade of the foot
pad."

Every-Other-Day

The Hour Before the Mutiny.

“How did It happen. Michael?”
COPY RIGHT B*$Ug 1 LBEfeT PARKER
As he spoke, Dyck looked round the
forecastle of the Ariadne with a rest
less and inquisitive expression.
satisfy the thought that perhaps In
SYNOPSIS.
Michael was seated a few feet away,
the life of the common soldier he
It his head bent forward, his hands
CHAPTER I.—Returning home after a might, after all, find his future.
•ay's shooting, Dyck Calhoun, gifted was, however, borne in upon him by clasped around his knees.
young Irish gentleman of the time of the
“Well, it don't matter one way or
French and American revolution, meets a chance remark of Michael one day—
Shelia Llyn, seventeen-year-old girl visit “I'm not young enough to be a recruit ’nother,” he replied; “but it was like
ing In the neighborhood. They are mutu
ally attracted. Sheila never knew her and you wouldn’t go alone without me,
dissipated
father,
Errls
Boyne,
her would you?”—that this way to a live
mother having divorced him and resumed
lihood was not open to him.
her maiden name.
His faithful companion's remark
CHAPTER II.—Reaching home, Dyck hnd fixed Dyck's mind against enter
finds Leonard Mallow, son of Lord Mal
low, with a message from the attorney ing the army, and then, toward the
general
summoning
Miles
Calhoun, end of the winter, a fateful thing hap
Dyck’s father, to Dublin.
pened. His purse containing what was
CHAPTER III.—They go to Dublin and
left of the ninety pounds—two-fifths
there Mallow quarrels with Dyck and a
duel la arrkhged. They fight with swords of it—disappeared. It had been stolen,
and Dyck la victor.
and In all the bitter days to come,
when poverty and misery ground
CHAPTER IV.—Errls Boyne, secretly In
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and them down, no hint of the thief, no
tries to persuade him to Join In revolt
sign of the robber was ever revealed.
against England. They quarrel and Dyck
Is overheard to threaten Boyne. While
Then, at last, a day when a letter
the former Is overcome with drugged
wine, Boyne’s second wife enters the came from Irelnnd. It was from the
room and stabs her faithless husband to
firm in which Bryan Llyn of Virginia
the heart.
. ...
had been Interested, for the letter had
CHAPTER V.—Hours later the room Is been sent to their care, and Dyck had
entered and Dyck arrested on a charge of
given them his address In London on
murder. He does not know if he killed
Boyne or not, he was so muddled with
this very chance. It reached Dyck’s
the drugged wine.
hand on the day after the last penny
CHAPTER VI.—Sheila begs her mother hnd been paid out for their lodgings
to go to Dublin with her to help Dyck.
and they faced the streets penniless,
Mrs. Llyn opposes the idea. A letter from
Mrs. Llyn's wealthy brother in America
foodless—one was going to say friend
Invites them to come and live with him,
The handwriting was that of
and they decide to go.
I less.
Sheila Llyn.
CHAPTER VII.—Dyck refuses to enter
At a street corner, by a chemist's
any plea to the charge of murder except
“No Defense.’’ He might have escaped
shop where a red light burned, Dyck
by revealing Boyne’s treachery but re
opened and rend the letter. This is
fuses to do so. on Sheila’s account He is
sent to prison for eight years. Sheila what Sheila had written to him: <writes Dyck, assuring him of her belief
“How Did it Happen, Michael?”
“My Dear Friend;
in his innocence and urging him to come
to America after his prison term.
“The time is near (I understand by
a late letter to my mother from nn this: The night you got a letter from
CHAPTER VIII.—Released after serv
ing four years, Dyck Is welcomed to free
official) when you will be freed from Virginia we was penniless; so at last
dom by his servant, Michael Clones, and
prison and will face the world again. I went with my watch to the pawn
a humble friend, Christopher Dogan.
broker's. You said you'd wait till I
Those two are all who care to remember
I have not written you since your trial,
him. He is practically destitute, his fa
got back, though you knew not where
but I have never forgotten and never
ther dead and his estate swallowed by
I was goln’. When I got hack, you
creditors.
shall. I have been forbidden to write
were still broodin’. You were seated
to you or think of you, but I will take
on a horseblock by the chemist's lamp
(Continued)
my own way about you. I have known
where you had rend the letter. It's
CHAPTER IX.
nil that has happened since we left
not for me to say of wlwit you were
Ireland, through the letters my mother
thlnkln'; but I could guess. You'd
Whither Now?
has received. I know that Playmore
been struck hard, and there had come
England was in u state of unrest has been sold, and I atn sorry.
to you a letter from one who meant
Sl»e had, as yet, been none too suc
“Now that your day of release is more to you than all the rest of tlie
cessful In the war with France. From near, and you are to he again a free
world; and you wouldn't nnswer It be
the king's castle to the poorest slum man, have you decided about your fu
In Seven Dials there was a temper ture? Is It to be In Ireland? No, I cause things weren’t right. As I stood
lookin' at you, wonderin’ what to do,
bordering on despair. Ministries came think not. Ireland is no place foy a
and went; statesmen rose and fell. sane and level man to fight his fight though 1 had twelve shillin's in my
The army was indifferently recruited for honor, fame and name. I hear that pocket from the watch I’d pawned,
and badly paid. England's battles tilings are worse there in every way there came four men, and I knew front
their looks they were recruitin' officers
were fought by men of whom many than they have been In our lifetime.
of the navy. I saw what'was in their
were only mercenaries, with no stake
"After what has happened in any eyes. They knew—as why shouldn't
in England’s rise or fall.
__
case, It is not a field that offers you a they, when they saw a gentleman like
The admiralty pursued its Zourse of chnnce. Listen to me. Ireland aud
you in peasant clothes?—that luck had
seizing men of the mercantile marine, England are not the only places In the
fieen ag'in’ us.
taking them aboard ships, keeping world. My uncle came here to Vir
“What the end would have been I
them away for months from the har ginia a poor man. He Is now immense
bors of the kingdom, and then, when ly rich. He had little to begin with, don’t know. It was you that solved
their ships returned, denying them the but he was young like you—indeed, the problem, not them. You looked at
right of visiting their homes. The a little older than you—when he first tlie first man of them hard. Then you
press-gangs did not confine their ac catne. He invested wisely, worked got to your feet.
“ 'Sllcboel.’ ssys you quietly, ‘I'm
tivities to the man of the mercantile bravely, and his wealth grew fast. No
marine. From the streets after dusk man needs a fortune to start the busi going to sea. England's at war, and
they caught and brought ip, often af- ness of life in this country. He can there’s work to do. So let's make for
te? ill-treatment, torn from their wives get plenty of land for almost nothing; a king's ship, and have done with mis
nnd sweethearts, knocked on the herd he can get credit for planting and fur ery and poverty.’
“Then you waved a hand to the
for resisting, tradesmen with busi nishing his land, and, if he has friends,
man in command of the recruitin’
nesses, young men studying for pro the credit is sure.
gang, nnd presently stepped up to
fessions, idlers, debtors, out-of-work
“All America Is ready for ‘the likes
men. The marvel is that the British of you.’ Think It over, and mean him and his friends.
“ 'Sir,' I said to you, ‘I'm not going
fleets fought as well as they did.
while please know there has been
Poverty and sorrow, loss and be placed with the firm in Dublin money to be pressed Into the navy.*
“ ‘There’s no pressln’, Michael,' you
reavement, were In every street, enough to bring you here with com
peeped mournfully out of every win fort. You must not refuse It. Take answered. ‘We'll be quota men. We'll
dow, lurked at street corners. From It as a loan, for I know you will not do It for cash—for forty pounds each,
and no other. You let them have you
all parts of the world adventurers
take it as a gift.
as you are. But if you don't want to
came to renew their fortunes In the
“I do not know the story of the kill
come,’ you added, ‘it’s all the same
turmoil of London, and every street
ing, even as it was told in court. Well,
to me.'
was a kaleidoscope of faces end
some one killed the man, but not you,
clothes and colors, not British, not
“Faith, I knew that was only talk.
and the truth will come out In time.
patriot, not national.
If one should come to me out of the I knew you wanted me. Also 1 knew
Among these outlanders were Dyck
courts of heaven and say that there it the king's navy needed me, for men are
Calhoun and Michael Clones. They
was declared you were a rogue, I hard to get. So, when they'd paid us
had left Ireland together in the late should say heaven was no place for the ensh—forty pounds apiece—I
autumn, leaving behind them the stir me. No, of one thing I am sure—you stepped in behind you, and here we
rings of tlie coming revolution and
Forty pounds
never killed an undefended man. Way are—here we are!
plunging into another revolt which ward, wanton, reckless, dissipated you apiece—equal to three years' wages of
was to prove the test and trial of
may have beep, but fbu were never au ordinary recruit of the army. It
English character.
ain’t had. but we're here for three
depraved—never!
Dyck had left Ireland with ninety
years, and no escape from it. Yes,
“When you are free, lift up your
pounds in his pocket and many tons'
shoulders to all the threats of time, here we are!"
weight of misery In his heart. In his
Dyck laughed.
then go straight to the old firm where
bones he felt tragedies on foot in
“Aye, here we're likely to remain,
the money is, draw it, take ship and
Ireland which concession and good
come here. If you let me know you Michael. There's only this to be said
government could not prevent. He
are coming, I will be there to meet —we'll be fighting the French soon,
had fled from it all. When he set his
you when you step ashore, to give you and it's easy to die in the midst of
face to Holyhead, he felt that he would
a firm hand-clasp; to tell you that In a great fight. If we don’t die, Michael,
never live in Irelnnd again. Yet his
this land there Is a good place for you, something else will turn up, maybe.”
courage was firm as he made his way
"That's true, sir! They’ll make an
if you will win it.
to London, with Michael Clones—
“I beg you take ship for the Virginia officer of you, among the common herd.
faithful, devoted, a friend and yet a
const. Enter upon the new life here It’s the dregs o’ the world that comes
servant, treated like a comrade, yet
with faith and courage. Have no fear. to the ship’s bottom in time of peace
always with a little dominance.
Heaven that lias thus far helped you or war.”
The journey to London had been
"Well. I’m the dregs of the world,
will guide you to the end.
without event, yet as the coach rolled
“I write without my mother's per Michael. I'm the supreme dregs.”
through country where frost silvered
Somehow the letter from Virginia
mission, but my uncle knows, and
the trees; where, in the early morn
though he does not approve, he does had decided Dyck Calhoun's fate for
ing, the grass was shining with dew;
him. Here lie was—at sea, a common
not condemn.
where the everlasting green hedges and
“Once more good-by, my dear friend, sailor In the navy. He and Michael
the red roofs of villages made a pic
Clones had eaten and drunk as sailors
and God be with you.
ture which pleased the eye and stirred
do, and they had realized that, as
“SHEILA LLYN.
the soul, Dyck Calhoun kept wonder
“P. S.—I wonder where you will they ate and drank on the River
ing what would be his future. He
read this letter. I hope It will find Thames, they would not eat and drink
had no profession, no trade, no skill
you before your release. Please re on the watery fairway. They had seen
except with his sword; and as he
member that she who writes It sum the tank foul with age, from which
neared London town—when they left
mons you from the darkness where you water was drawn for men who could
Hendon—he saw the smoke rising In
not live without It, and the smell of
the early winter morning and the busi are, to light and freedom here.”
Slowly Dyck folded up the letter, it had revolted Dyck's senses. They
ness of life spread out before him,
when he had read It, and put it In his had seen the kegs of pickled meat, and
brave nnd buoyant
pocket. Then he turned with pale they had been told of the evil rations
As from tlie heights of Hampstead
face nnd gaunt look to Michael Clones. given to the sailors at sea.
he looked down on the multitudinous
“Michael,” said he, “that letter Is
The Ariadne had been a flagship In
area
called
London,
something
from a lady. It comes from her new her day, the home of an admiral and
throbbed at his heart which seemed
his staff. She carried seventy-four
like hope; for what he saw was in home in Virginia.”
Michael nodded.
guns, was easily obedient to her swift
deed inspiring. When, at last, in the
“Aye, aye, sir, I understand you,” sail, and had a reputation for gallantry.
Edgware road, he drew near to living
he said. “Then she doesn't know tlie From the first hour on board, Dyck
'London, he turned to Michael Clones
truth about her father?"
Calhoun had fitted In; with a discern
and said;
Dyck sighed heavily.
ing eye he had understood the seamen's
"Michael, my lad, I think perhaps
"No, Michael, she doesn’t know the needs and the weaknesses of the sys
well find a footing here!”
truth.”
tem.
t So they readied London and quar
“I don’t believe It would make any
The months he had spent between
tered themselves there in simple lodg
his exit from prison, and his entrance
ings In Soho. Dyck walked the streets, difference to her If she did know.”
“It would make all the difference to into the Ariadne had roughened,
and now and then he paid a visit to
the barracks where soldiers were, to me. Michael. She says she wishes though not coarsened. Dyck’s outward

Man

In

Dreadful
%

Health Before Taking Tanlac—Gains 1 5 Pounds and

Feels Fine.
'I'm now enjoying the best of health
and feeling fine, and I wouldn't take
anything on earth for the wonderful
good Tanlac has done for me," said
Fred E. Sawtelle, 102 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Me.
"I have gained fifteen pounds in
weight and am always ready for a
good day's work, but I was in awful
shape before I got hold of Tanlac.
Why, for three months I wasn’t able
to do a lick of work. I had rheuma
tism in my back, hips and legs, and
got so bad off I was sent to a hospital
for a couple of weeks, but failed to get
any better. My kidneys were badly
disordered, too, and at night when I
lay down I would lie in such pain I
oould scarcely sleep.
There were
weeks when I could hardly turn over
in bed, and I was in pain and misery
all the time.
“After reading so much about Tan
lac and what it had done for others
I decided to try it myself, and the
medicine has simply made a new man
of me.
My rheumatism has dis
appeared entirely, my kidneys are in
fine order and I never have an ache or
pain. I sleep like a top every night
and. as I said, have actually gained
fifteen pounds in weight. I feel just
fine in every way. and don’t hesitate
to give Tanlac credit for putting me in
such splendid health."
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
L. Ludwig; In North Haven by W. S.
Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M.
White; in South Thomaston by L. O.
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
in every town.

appearance. From tils first appearance
among the seamen he had set himself
to become their lender. His enlist
ment was for three years, and he meant
that these three should prove the final
success of this naval enterprise, or the
stark period In a calendar of tragedy.
The life of the sailor, with Its coarse
ness and drudgery, Its inadequate pay,
its evil-smelling food, its maggoty
brend, Its beer drawn from casks that
once had held oil or fish. Its sinking
salt-meat barrels, the hideous stench
of the bilge-water—all this could In
one sense be nq.-worse than his suffer
ings In jail. Ip spite of self-control,
jail had been to liim the degredation
of his hopes, the humiliation of his
manhood. He had suffered cold, damp
ness. fever, and Indigestion there, anil
it had sapped the fresh fiber ot life
In him.
From the moment Dyck arrh'ed on
board the Ariadne he was a marked
man. Ferens, a disfranchised solici
tor, who knew his story, spread the un
wholesome truth about him among the
ship's people, and he received atten
tions at once offensive and flattering.
The best educated of the ship's hands
approached him on the grievances with
which the whole navy was stirring.
Something had put a new spirit In
to the life of his majesty's ships; it
was. In a sense, the reflection of the
French Revolution and Tom Paine's
"Age of Reason.” What the Ameri
cans had doue in establishing a repub
lic, what France was doing by her
revolution, got into the veins and
minds of some men In England,- hut it
got into the veins and minds of the
sailor first; for, however low his origin,
he had intercourse not given to the
average landsman. 'He visited foreign
ports, he catne In touch with other ele
ments than those of British life and
character.
Of all the ships In the navy the
Ariadne was the best that Dyck Cal
houn could have entered. Her ofti
cers were humane and friendly, yet
firin'; and it was quite certain that If
mutiny came they would be treated
well. The agitation on the Ariadne
In support of the grievances of the
sailors was so moderate that, frost
the first, Dyck threw In his lot with
It. Ferens, the former solicitor, first
came to him with a list of proposals,
which only repented the demands made
by the agitators at Spithead.
“You’re new among us." said Fer
ens to Dyck. “You don’t quite know
what we've been doing, I suppose.
Some of us have been in the navy for
two years, nnd some for ten. There
are men on this ship who could tell
you stories that would make your
blood run cold—take my word for It.
There’s a lot of things goln' on that
oughtn't to he goln' on. The time has
come for reform.
“Things are movin', nnd we've got
to tnke our stand now when the time
Is ripe for it, or else lose It forever.
Over at Spithead they’re gettin’ their
own way. The government are goln'
to send tlie admiralty board down here,
because our admiral says to them that
It won't be safe goln’ unless they do."
“And what are we going to do here?"
ashed Dyck. “What's the game of the
tteet nt tlie Nore?"
Ferens replied in a low voice:
"Our men are goln' to send out pe
titions—to the admiralty a«d to the
house of commons."
"Why don't you try Lord Howe?”
"He's not In command of a fleet
now. Besides, petitions have been sent
him, and lie's taken no notice."
“Howe? No notice—the best admiral
we ever had ! I don't believe It." de
clared Dyck savagely. “Why, the whole
navy believes in Ilowe. They haven't
forgotten what lie did in '94. He's as
near to the seaman ns the seatnuu is
to his mother. He's a big enough
friend of the sailor to waste no time
before doing ids turn."
Ferens shook his head morosely.
To be continued—Began August 11
Back copies can be supplied.
Telephone that Item ol news to The
Courier-Gazette, where thousand! of
readers will see IL
_____

GOOD PLACE TO LIVE IN I
Good, because as long as there
are so many hungry persons in the
world, we’re going to keep right on
making the old farm yield the very
best crops possible. And we’ll do it,
too. It’s simply up to us to keep
the Horn of Plenty blowing. The
coming show, with its big prizes for
the best farm crops, will help a
lot to stimulate a healthy local
interest in farming. It’ll be a better
place to live in. Attend the big

A

Howard Starkey of Unity was here
last week as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Thurston. While In town he
bought a lumber lot of S. W. Clarry
and will soon move his mill here.
Mr. and Mrs. N. N. Sherman were
in Palermo last week as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lampson.
Clarence Jackson is _ working for
John Luce.
Mrs. Nellie Bartlett and Mrs. Mary
Hall were guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Clarry last Tuesday.
Howard Starkey of Unity and Mrs.
Albert Thurston and granddaughter,
Mrs. Catherine Jackson and son Mil
ford were in South Union one day last
week as the guests of Mrs. George
Norwood.
Mr. and Mrs. N. N. Sherman are in
Waldoboro as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. George Luce.
Robert Esancy of North Burkettvile and Mrs. W. O. Luce, daughter
Gertrude and Mrs. Odell Bowes and
son Calvin were in Rockland last week.

)rs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Osteopathic Physicians
H UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, WAINS
HOURS: 0:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. W
EVENIHSS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 139

CENTRAL MAINE FAIR, WATERVILLE, AUG. 29th-SEPT. 2

EAST WALDOBORO

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Osteopathic Physician

HOPE

36 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND. WAINS
Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Misses Myra ^nd Winnie Fitch of j Mr. anfl-Mrs. E. N. Hobbs entertain
tvauinpa by Appointment
Rockland were weekend guests of their . ed Major and Mrs. Kenneth Lord and
Telephone 323.
1-N
two sons of Washington, D. C., Mr.
cousin, Mrs. L. L. Mank.
and
Mrs.
Cooper
and
Mr.
Benner
of
Mrs. Isaac Mank and Master Byron ■
DAVIS & STURM
Whittaker were at Damariscotta re- i Rockland one day this week.
Miss Mary Bills attended the Cas
cently.
.
\
Chiropractors
Mr. and Mrs. Coombs of Week’s tine Normal Alumni at Sandy Point
Palmer School Graduate*
»
Mills were Sunday guests of Miss, last Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Weaver and 400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAIN!
Myrtle Reever.
Miss Gladys Creamer of Waldoboro ■ daughter Eleanor returned to their Hours: ji to 12 a. m, ! to 5 p. m. daily;
was a guest of Mrs. Charles Bowers home in Waltham, Mass., last Sun 6 30 to 8 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
day.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lXS-tf
Wednesday.
Mrs. Lucy Mank was at Moses i Miss Elizabeth Bartlett is in Rock
land, the guest of her brother, Dr. F,
DR. C D. NORTH
Mank's Wednesday.
Mrs. Allie Keene and son Merrill , O. Bartlett and other relatives.
E. N. Hobbs, Alden Allen. Herbert Physician and X-Ray Operator
were at Oakland Park Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller and son, Hardy and their family attended tho
OFFICE. It Bpuak Strait ROCKLAND
Austin, Jr., were at Fred Miller’s, War Farm Bureau Field Day at Oakland
OFFICt HOURS: UlW S 6. a.
"ark,
Tuesday.
ren Sunday.
Miss
Marian
Quinn
of
Worcester,
IMS It 3:00 aid 7:<C la l:SS 0. to.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson were in
TELEPHONE 711
UHt
Mass., is visiting relatives here.
Rockland Saturday.
Judge and Mrs. George Kelley and
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham and son
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
of Pleasantville were at Frank Orff's Miss Annie Mcllvene of Massachusetts
are callers in town.
Sunday.
Diseases of the Eye;
Mr. and Mrs. Sands of Dover called
Mrs. Annie J. Mank has returned
Refractions, Etc.
on
friends
here
last
week.
home from East Warren.
Mrs. Minnie Piper of Rockport was
407 MAIN STREET
Mr. and Mrs. Leavitt Mank. Millard
Heart: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 1 P. N.
Mank. and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bow at L. P. True's Wednesday and with
Sasldonoo. 21 Fulton Street Tel. SSl-3.
Mrs.
True
and
other
members
of
her
ers and two children attended the Bur
Offlea Talaphaaa 493-W.
rows’ reunion at South Waldoboro family attended the Harvest Annual
Picnic at Lincolnville.
Wednesday.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson and Dorothy
Mrs. Addie Waltz, Mrs. Nellie Reev
DR. J. G HILL
er. Misses I'na Clark and Myrtle and Raymond Ludwig were in South
Reever attended the Susanna Wesley Hope Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Reeidence and Office, 268 Main Street
meeting and picnic supper at Mrs. Mrs. W. C. Wellman.
Office Hours:
Rockland, Me,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hill, who have
Flora Mank's, North Waldoboro Sat
been at Pine Cone cottage, Hobbs' 10 to It A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; 6 to 8 P. M.
urday.
lM-tt
Mrs. Inez Shuman, Miss Emma Shu Pond, returned to their home in Rock
land this week.
man, Messrs Alfred and William Shu
Mr. and Mrs. Ettlinger renewed old
man of Portland called at L. L. Mank’s
DR. LAWRY
acquaintances at the Corner this week
and C. C. Bowers Sunday.
They
are
from
New
York
and
are
oc
John Dodge of Newton, Massachu
IIDVRS:
BDCKLAND. NS
setts who has been visiting Mr. and cupying their cottage in Bamestown.
Mrs. Austin Towle visited relatives
Mrs. Joseph Waltz, has returned home.
Uatll CM a. to.
here Wednesday.
7 to 0 S. M.
TELEPHONE ITS
Mr. Estey of Lincolnville is a new 2 to 4 9.
hand at the L. P. True & Co.’s canning
factor}’.
The Superintendent of schools made E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
some calls on the committee this week.
ONaa: VINAL BLOCK, THOWABTOB

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

With all
the latest
improve=
merits, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ONaa Hears: I ta 3 sad 7 to • P. W.

PLEASANT POINT
(Harbor)
The yacht Kestrel was here for a
Pleasant Point Harbor Tuesday.
Charles Stone of Port Clyde called
on his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Flinton, Tuesday.
The yacht Kestrel was here for a
harbor over night Thursday.
Mrs. James Seavey went to Friend
ship Thursday, returning Friday.
Mr. Howe, one of the summer visit
ors at Monhegan, fame from there
with Capt. Leslie Young Wednesday
returning with Leroy Seavey Thurs
day.
Miss Mertle Seavey and friend of
Port Clyde called on her parents, Mr
jtfid Mrs. James Seavey, Friday even
ing.
Prof, and Mrs. O. P. Watts of Madi
son, Wis., called on Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Flinton, Friday.
Mrs. Charles Morse of Thomaston
who has been visiting relatives here,
returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Alonzo Seavey and little
daughter Anna are visiting at Broad
Cove.
Fred Young of Friendship and
Richard Davis motored to Rockland
Saturday in Mr. Davis’ auto.
There were a number of people from
Rockland and Warren at Maurice
Morton's cottage, Gay's Island, over
the weekend.

FREEDOM

RaaManaa uatll t A. M. tad by AasatotaM
TELEPHONES: Rasldtass, 41-4: OWuk 140
33-tf

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Main Street ROCKLAND, MAINE
Office Houn, until 9 a. at.; I to 4 A 7 to S 9. ut,
OFFICE TELEPHONE,

ItO-W.

Residence—Mrs. Jannia Bird.

TEL.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
76 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON

ONaa Hsura—Until 9 a.

I to S; 7 to t 9. ■>

Talapbaaa 141-t

Oder 17 Million Jan UteJ Yearly

S-tf

EMERYB.HOWARD.D.D.S.
DENTIST

407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist

'

ORTHODONTIA (atraifbteatos tout*)
6RADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESB
29* MAIN 8TREET, ROCKLAND
Spear Black...............Fast of Park Strati
Office Hours: 9 to 12: I u &.
TEL. 74t-N.

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. 8IL8BY, Surgeon
X-luVoperater

11 SSKMEM STREET, ROCKLAV*

Mrs. Martin Overlock returned
TELEPHONE 12S
Quincy. Mass., Monday. Mrs. R.
Overlock and son Artcll went with
W. A. JOHNSTON, NEO. P^O.
for a visit.
H. A. Cummins of Detroit, Mich., JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
formerly of this place is visiting rela
C0MPLE7E DRUG AND DUMONT
tives and friends here.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
Mcrt Norton of Palermo was here
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EM*
Monday peddling beef.
LARGING.
R. L. Overlock was In Waterville,
Monday.
370 Main St. Rockland. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cunningham___
children and Edwin Howes were call
GEORGE W. FOSTER
ing on relatives and friends here Sun
day..
Dealer in Pianoe
Linwood Richardson Is building
garage.
Fine Tuning
Kuel Sylvester purchased a Bulck
car of Arthur Hussey recently.
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Overlock and
Mrs. W. A. Overiock were in Belfast
L. W. BENNER
last Thursday.
C. S. Knowlton of Liberty was in
—DEALER IN—
town Saturday.
F. A. Greeley and daughter Maud
All Kinds of Reel Estate
were in Waterville on business last
2 NORTH MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
week.
TELEPHONE 233.J.
41-tf
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Overiock were
Sunday evening callers at C. B. Knowl
ton’s in Liberty.

LOOPING COUGH
must run its course—
there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the
coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime. .

I9I-R.

AGENT

FOR

EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS
AU kinds of Talking
Machines Repaired
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
Violins Made and Repaired

E WELT 362UPSTAIRS
MAHJ st,
S
•
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FLASH LIGHTS

-andBATTERIES
THAT WE Mt

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
COMPANY

LIKED
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MR. COVERDALE.

“HOT DOGS” MAKE ’EM HAPPY

I
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Trains Leave Rockland for

Ralph Starrett of Friendship
Twice Cited For Bravery In
World War.

National Organizer’s Talk Suited Farmers of Knox and
Lincoln Counties From the Ground Up.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

’ Augusta, flO.30 a. m.. fl:30 p m.
Bangor, 110.30 a. m.. tl-30 p. m.
4
Bath.t7.40a.m.,tl0.30 a.m., tl.30p.in.. {5.25p.r>
Boston . f7.40a. m.. 110.30 a. m., 11.30 p m.
|
Brunswick, |7.40a. m., 110.30 a. m„ tl-30 p tu.,
{5.25 p.m.
w
_■
Lewiston, 110-30 a. m., tl-30 p. tn. r
New York, tl-30 p in., {5.25 p. m. >
Philadelphia. C5.25 p. in.
Portland, t7.4O a. m., 110.30 a. m., |1.30p. m..
{5.25 p. m.
\
Washington, C5.25 p. m.’.
Waterville, tl0.30a.rn, tl-30 p.m.
Woolwich, t7.40 a. m., fl0.30 a. m., tl-30 p. m.;
{5.25 p.m.
t Daily, except Sunday. *Daily. §Sunday only.
{ Daily, except Saturday. ♦
C Tuesday. Thursday, Sunday. Will run Monday,
July 4, and Sept. 5,instead of July 3 and Sept. 4.

It is doubtful if there are many peo- |
let in a little more light, which we
pie in Knox county who are aware that i
hope to do.
• *
in Friendship there is a young man ,
The Farm Bureau program is one
who has one of the finest records of
of miltual self help for the farmer.
any soldier from Maine who served
Our first task Is one of organization.
in the World War—and it is due to
Our first" effort to be of real service
his extreme modesty that this record
to the farmer is to secure for him a
has not been in the press before.
measure of economic Justice. There
This young man is Ralph L. Star- j
are four things necessary to increase
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I.. HARRIS,
rett, who at the time of the outbreak i
the buying power of the farmer's dol8 8-21 V.P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gcn’l Passenger Agt,
of the war was employed as a chemist
Sar at this time, namely; Marketing,
STORAGE BATTERIES
in New York.. He enlisted July 18,
finance, instructive information and
1917, and was a private, first-class, in
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
for your Car or House
legislation.
Company F of the 107th Infantry. His
In duscussing these points I would
BANGOR LINE
discharge certificate shows the fol
lighting
say that marketing is of some import
SUMMER SCHEDULE
lowing battles, skirmishes, etc.: Mt.
ance. In the first place, before the
Kemmel, Belleu Court and St. SoupSTEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN
After months of tests and study
farmer can buy he must sell something
Leave Rockland dally Including Sunday at 8
let. He received a gunshot wound in
which he produces, and If there is no
p.
ni
(Standard Time) for Boston
of
different
batteries
the right hip on Oct. 14, 1918. He was
Leave R ickland daily Including Sunday at 5
market for that product or the price
twice cited for bravery. A letter from
a.
m.
(Standard Time) for Camden, Northport.
at his market center is below the best
General O’Ryan, who was the Major
Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
The Fairbanks Morse Co., Belfast,
of production, then his energy has been
Return:
Leave Boston dally including Sunday
General commanding the Twentyexpended without giving him any re
at
8
p.
in (Diilylight SaVmg Time) for Rock
and
The
Westinghouse
seventh Division, explains the full
land,
Bangor
and way landings.
turn to better the conditions in his
reasons why these citations were
Leave Bangor dally including Sunday at 2 p.
home life.
Electric
Manuf.
Co.
(Standard Time) for Winterport. Bucks
awarded:
For instance, every man who moves
port, Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Headquarters Twenty-seventh DivlBoston.
onto a farm to take'up that work as
have
adopted
the
GOULD
BAT

sion United States Army, Feb. 24,
Leave Rockland daily Including Sundays at 5
a life occupation decides upon that
TERY with the Dreadnaught plates a. m for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
1920.
calling with the idea of makig a liv
The toothsome “hot dog” can
many other fun producers will
ings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor dally includ
‘My dear Starrett:
I have just j and the armoured separators. This
ing Bunday at i p m , Bine Hill 12.30 p. m.
ing for himself and his family, to pro
bring a wider smile to a boy’s
please the children who visit the
endorsement by two of the largest
signed two engrossed citations award
for
Rockland
and way landings.
vide the necesshry means of a com
face than any other known deli
Central Maine Fair, ^'aterville,
manufacturers ir. the United States
ed you for the following actions:
At Boston connection is made with the Metfortable living as well as educational
cacy. Balloons, “bot dogs” and
Maine, Aug. 29-Sept. 2.
speaks for itself.
tropolitan Line passenger and freight steamer*
'For gallantry and determina
features for his children. Hence, any
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
ting in the rescue of a corporal
Now it is up to you to get the F. 8. SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN. Agent
thing that ran be done to increase the
of
another
company,
who
lay
best that money can buy at the
net income of that farm will start the
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.
FIELD MEETING
helplessly wounded sixty yards in
WEST ROCKPORT
same price as others.
owner on the road to purchasing the
front
of
the
position
occupied
by
necessities of life.
his company at that time. In the'
Vinalhaven and .Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Will Fogler and Mrs.
The farmer is Hast learning that Maine Naturalists Hold Busy
face of extremely heavy enemy fire
Fogler's sister of Philadelphia are
economical transportation will do much
Steamboat Co.
at
short
range,
Private
Starrett
ROCKLAND STORAGE
Sessions In Knox County visitors for two weeks at the home of
NT increase the chances of a profit on
dashed forward and succeeded in
Mrs. Aurelia Fogler.
his farm. Therefore he is interested
carrying the corporal back to
Next Week.
Bernice Parker, who was home from
BATTERY EXCHANGE
today, more than ever before, in the
The direct route between
shelter.
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
Augusta for the weekend, returned
farm-to-market roads rather than
‘For courage and
skilled
The State Field Meeting of Maine Monday.
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
highways built for pleasure.
marksmanship in craw-ling for
SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Clark and son
The farmer is fast learning that scientists, naturalists and nature lov
ward to an advanced position and
he must follow his products a little ers is to be held under the auspjees of Camden called on relatives in this
killing four of the enemy with his
Summer Arrangement
closer to the consumer. Therefore he of the Knox Academy of Arts and Sci place and in 'Warren Sunday.
rifle. This is the Battle of the
(Standard Timo)
*
Anna beino and Lulla Ring of War
is interested in rail and water trans
Hindenberg Line, France, Sept. 29,
18 Park St.
In EFFECT MONDAY, AUG. 15th. 1921.
Mr. Coverdale said in part:
portation, especially when he finds that ences, Aug. 23 to 26 inclusive. The ren called on Josephine Brown re
(Subject to change without notice)
1918.'
cently.
“Together we win" is the slogan of the price of his wheat is based upon official program is as follows:
ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS
VINALHAVEN LINE
These citations will be presented
Mrs. Edith Oxton and grandchild
organization and in order that the the Liverpool market, and if the ocean
First Day—Tuesday
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
to you through the Adjutant General
Farm Bureau may properly function, waterways could be opened into the
11 a. m. standard, at the Knox Ar ii)d Mrs. Flossie Benner of Rockland, of Maine. I write to express my ad
; Sunday, at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m. for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
the department of organization is con Great Lakes so that the sea-going boretum in Thomaston. Address of who were guests of Mrs. M. J. Ox
miration for the acts which w'on you
I every week day at 9 30 a m. for Vinalhaven.
stantly assisting the various other vessels could land in the various har welcome by lion. C. Vey Holman, ton, have returned home.
Saturdays leave Tillson Wkarf .it 3.8( p nt,
these
citations.
It
was
Just
such
acts
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Heald of West
States in working out uniform organi bors of the Great Lakes, it would en president of the4Academy; response by
and Maine Central Wharf nt 3.50 p nt, other
| week days leaves Tillson’s Wharf at 3.50 p. nt,
zation plans in order that the big ma able the placing of wheat on the Liver Mrs. Sarah Rideout Abbott of Saco; Somerville, Mass., visited relatives in as yours, which in the aggregate en
abled
the
division
to
accomplish
what
for North Haven and Vinalhaven.
chine may run smoothly without get pool market ’at from 10 to 12 cents address by Rev. Henry E. Dunnack, town Monday and Tuesday.
per bushel less than it is now being State Librarian and a Regent of the
STONINGTON and SWAN S ISLAND LINE
ting out of gear.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore and Hazel it did. You have my hearty congratu
lations
as
well
as
my
admiration.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except
Never before has there been a time handled.
Academy; picnic dinner, served by Parker are visiting friends in Rock
“
For
the
purposes
of
the
divisional
Sunday at 5 30 a. in., Stonington, 6.45 a. m ,
M
Then again, the freight rates on the local members; toasts; reading of lajdF. Heald and family attended the
when agriculture is so badly in the
1 am askl"K ^iers who have
and North Haven at 7 45 a. in., for Rockland.
need of unbiased information as it farm products have gone so high that papers; inspecting the grounds; sup
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
.30 p. in, fur North Haven, Stonington, Isle
is today, and the American Farm many products of the farm, if they per.
annual picnic held in Harker's grove had experiences like yours to give me
an accurate account of exactly what
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
at
Lake
Megunticook,
Wednesday.
Bureau , is building up an information could be sold, would be the determin
Evening session In the Congrega
WARREN
happened.
Some
of
these
will
be
used
permitting), and Swan’s Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Rqbert Nutt were
department to furnish that need. It ing point between profit and loss, but tional church, Thomaston to begin at
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
in the history. Will you please there
furnishes reports of all the activities as the situation stands today, many of 6.30 standard. Lecture by Major Bar home from the Samoset Hotel Sunday.
a nt train.
The picture special tonight will be Wharf when passengers for VY10.30
fore write me the exact details as you
8. WHITE.
these
products
are
allowed
to
go
to
Jesse
Carroll
and
family
are
spend

of the organization and prepares
rington Moore, editor of "Ecology,”
recall them, giving names, places, time Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon in
General Manager.
waste
on
the
farm
on
account
of
not
ing
the
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
special articles, not only for the farm
subject, "Some Scientific Aspects of
.Rockland, Mo, Aug. 14, 1921.
“Respectable by Proxy;” "Ruth of the
and all incidents.
press and daily news but for the being worth enough on the market to Mount Desert Island."
Prof. Ulric Charles Fernald.
Rockies” and comedy.
With
kind
regards,
sincerely
yours,
pay
the
transportation
charges.
Mrs. A. A. Clark aalled on friends
SUMMER TIME TABLE
leading periodicals of the nation. The
Dahlgren, director of the Harpswell
Mr. and Mrs? C. C. Moody of Oak
^Signed) John F. O’Ryan,
Somehow the impression has gone Biological Station at Salisbury Cove, in Glencove Wednesday.
true story of the farmer’s situation
of STEAMER CASTINE
land are visiting at Edgar Mont
Major
General.
”
needs to be told the consumer in a out that the Amerioan Farm Bureau Mount Desert, is also expected to be
gomery's.
CAMDEN.
WEST
ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT.
way that he may understand why the Federation intends to go into the mer present and address the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Montgomery
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
• WALDOBORO
farmer is not buying today as he did cantile business In the buying and
Second Day—Wednesday
of New Jersey are visiting at Mr. Hil
Year Round Service, Standard Time
a year ago. Our Department of In selling of faj-m necessities co-opera
Excursion by boat from Thomaston
ton’s.
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival of
The to Monhegan Island, and from Rock
formation has an enviable reputation tively. Such is not the case.
Mrs. Nellie B. Adams, who is spend
Mrs. Frank Payson entertained her electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a. in., Sun
day excepted
for saying the whole truth and noth American Farm Bureau Federation as land to Islesboro.
ing her vacation with her father Orren cousin from Rockport Wednesday
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
ing but the truth. We are not inter an organization cannot engage in com
Feyler,
is
ill
and
Is
attended
by
Dr.
H.
Evening Session: Lecture by Prof.
Ruth Vaughan from the Silsby Hos 2 p in. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
ested in propaganda. When we Have mercial activities. It feels, however, John M. Briscoe of the University of
H. Plummer of Union.
pital called on her mother Thursday and Camden, arriving at 4 25 In time for the
that the one big Job for the farmer is Maine in the Baptist church, Rock
no real news, we say nothing.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Starrett were afternoon.
car for Rockland
COOMBS BROS., Belfast. Ms.
The reason is that a careful study to sell his products In a business-like land, subject; “The White Pine Blis
in Warren last week.
Jeannette Boggs of Portland 13 visit
14-tf
Manager*
George Reynolds Is working for Wil ing her father, Levi Boggs.
made by the Department of Re way.
ter Rust,” to be illustrated with mov Hope Nearly Gone, but Lydia
....
lis
Keene
at
North
Waldoboro.
search reveals the fact that today
ing pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vinal are in
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Storer are en town.
in Chicago the farmer’s dollar will
A picnic lunch at the noon hour
Third Day—Thursday
only buy 4-9ths as much household throughout the beautiful groves with
tertaining
relatives
and
friends
from
Compound Saved Her
Mr. and Mrs. Crowther arrived in
Excursion by autos to the Camden
furnishings as it did in 1914, and ample table and seating capacities, af
Massachusetts.
town Wednesday night?
yet these people tell us that they have forded an opportunity for a series of Mountains and Turnpike; picnic lunch
Nellie
B.
Adams
of
Stoneham,
Mass.,
Dana Austin of Ellsworth is visit
Star, N. C.—“My moitthly spells
was spending
her vacation with ing William Russell.
reached bottom. With corn at 45 to reunions of family groups and of in at Lake Megunticook; several hours eave me so much trouble, sometimes . who ...
_
_ ,
60 cents on the farm and hogs at $9.50 timate friends. The day was one of >for botanizing and bird study.
g
they would last two her fa,her Orren F«y,er. was obliged
The Past Noble Grands met at Oak
Evening Session: Lecture by Prof.
J
▼
I fn Pfitnrn brtmo Inst woolz nwino’ fr» ill
and cattle fit $8, which is on a basis the most beautiful of the season and
weeks•
a w ss to return home last week, owing to ill land and several from here attended
of 113 as compared to 1913 at 100, and there was no drawbacks or disap Alfred O. Gross on some Bird Subject,
health.
treated by two doc
Austin Russell is stopping with his
the things a farmer needs to buy up pointments. Another out of the State illustrated with colored lantern slides,
Mrs, George Bacon and grandchil brother, WilliAm Russell.
tors without relief
in
the
Congregational
church,
Thom

to 250 points above 1913, causes the speaker, not included in the above list,
and they both said dren were at North Waldoboro re
Miss Anne Davis is with Miss Hat
average farmer to do a little figuring was Daniel Jigger, superintendent of aston.
I would have to have cently,
tie Stevens at Hill Top Inn.
Fourth
Day
—
Friday
before making a purchase. What our boys’ and girls’ clubs for the North
Antonette Plourde of Biddeford is
an operation. I had
Warren Grange will resume its regu
Excursion by autos to Sherman's
Research Department needs to do is to eastern States. A
my trouble four years I spending her vacation with her aunt, lar meeting next Tuesday evening.
Point in Camden, taking in the Lime
and was unfit to do Lucy Boissonneault.
Lawrence French has purchased a
Quarries and Dodges Mountain on
anything, and had
Ben. Storer is working for Evander farm.
the way; picnic lunch at the Point.
given up all hope of Newbert.
The Past Grand visited in Waldo
PARK THEATRE
CUSHING
Seashore study.
ever getting any
O. H. Storer is cutting hay in North boro Wednesday night.
Evening Session: Reading papers,
better. I read about Warren.
Mrs. Jackson is stopping at Hilltop
Tom Moore as a quick-witted Irish
Frank R. Fogarty, son Charles and talks, etc.
your medicine in the I Harrison Miller of Feyler's Corner Inn.
fireman, has the hero’s role today in daughter Frances and Miss Malley of
Papers To Be Read
‘Primitive Baptist’paper and decided to Is cutting the hay on the Elsie Newbert
Mr. and Mrs. John Bobbins have
a sparkling comedy—drama, called Granby, Quebec, are at Nelson W.
Birds of Lewiston-Auburn, by Miss try it I have used Lydia E. Pinkham’s place.
as. guests their relatives Harry Rob
“Made In Heaven.”
Fogarty’s.
Carrie Ella Miller of the Stanton Bird Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson was bins and Nelson Wallace, all of Med
“The Skywayman" Monday’s feature
Herbert Crouse land family, who Club.
Pinkham’s Liver Pills for about seven a caller at Dunean Starrett’s recently. ford, Mass., and’’ Mrs. Newton Bean
is more than a thrilling picture. It have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Tin and other rare Minerals of months and now I am able to do my
Mrs. Jack McNeally and friend of of Wellesley.
contains a record of all that Lieut. S. Farnham, have returned to their Maine, by Hon. C. Vey Holman.
work. I shall never forget your medlMassachusetts were callers at Lucy
Charles Erickson, the eight year old
Locklear has done.
It will show home in Aroostook, county.
Title of paper to be announced by cine and you may publish this if you Bolssonneault's last Saturday.
son of Charles G. Erickson, who was
future generations what manner of man
Everett Noble of Mars Hill has been Prof. Bernard E. Leete of Bates Col want to "as it is true.”—Mrs. J. F. I George Burns was In North Waldo- kicked by a horse died Thursday. The
was this young American air explorer in town for a few days.
lege.
HvRSEY, Star, N. C.
boro recently,
funeral is to be held Sunday at 2 p. m.
who taught the world so much. Lock
Mrs. Grace Butler and son John of
Here is another woman who adds her
Lulu Miller was at the village Sat- at North Warren.
Mushrooms of Maine, by Mrs. Sarah
lear plays the part of a member of the Waverly, Mass., have been guests of Rideout Abbott of Saco, (with water testimony to the many whose letters we urday,
Lafayette Escadrille who loses his her mother, Mrs. Abbie Robinson.
have already published, proving that
Evander Newbert is cutting hay In
color drawings).
MOUNT PLEASANT
memory' as the result of a crash-in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Coats of
Title of paper to be announced by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com Orren Feyler’s meadow.
France, and then, on his return Wto Rockport and Mr. and Mrs. Roberts Prof. Edward H. Perkins of Colby Col pound often restores health to suffering
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boissonneault and
A pleasant family gathering was held 1
America, fails to recognize his old Coats of Camden were guests of Mr. lege.
women even after they have gone so far niece attended the dance at Jefferson
Direct connected home light.
recently at the home of Douglas Bisbee,
friends. His plight leads him into a and Mrs. Albert Robinson, Sunday.
that
an
operation
is
deemed
advisable.
Tuesday.
Using Standard equipment.
Wantonolt Club," by Prof. Henry
a goodly number of relatives being
series of adventures which call forth
Therefore
it
will
surely
pay
any
woman
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lyons and W. Brown of Colby College.
Represented by
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Hunt were In present. Mrs. Maggie Bisbee White
whe
suffers
from
ailments
peculiar
to
all his aeronautic skill. A race with an Gussie Bagley of Randolph, Mass,
North Waldoboro last week.
Minerals and Rocks of Casco, by
and her husband have been recent I
her sex to give this good old fashioned
express train, a collision with a church have been spending their vacation with Miss Celia M. Compton,
HUNTER
MACHINE CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff spent | Rueits of her lnother Mrs. Willlain,
remedy a fair trial.
steeple and a dozen other daring ex Mrs. Abbie Robinson and Albert Rob
Sunday with Mr. Orff’s father, Syl“ ' Bisbee.
ROCKLAND. ME. 4»Stf
ploits are brought out with startling inson.
vancerse Orff.
Miss Grace Currqjl has been spend-I
realism.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Waddington and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Robinson and ing a few days with Miss Jessie Conant |
“Black Roses," a thoroughly American children of Mars Hill have been guests
children of North Warren spent Wed in Rockland.
melodrama, will be seen Tuesday. Un of Mrs. Grace Payson.
nesday with Mr. Robinson’s mother,
Bessie Tolman is visiting relatives |
scrupulous criminals "framed” the
The recent Indies’ Aid supper,
Mrs. Evander Newbert.
and friends in Camden.
man who possessed the secret for served at the town hall with Mrs. Cora
Eugene Feyler killed four skunks
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of I
growing black roses. He escaped from Kllleran as housekeeper, was. a great
one day last week.
Medford, Mass., were guests at Mason |
Jail (one of the most thrilling escapes success both socially and financially.
Paul Boissonneaut was in Winslow's Tolman’s Monday.
ever picturized) and became a con The sum of $19 was realized which is
Mills recently on business.
This place was well represented at I
federate of those who had be^ re the banner supper so far. The next
Mrs. Lucy Boissonneault and three the Cahlerwood reunion Wedncsd.-v, 13 |
Best
Mixtures
of
New
Iron
sponsible for his plight. There was supper will be served Tuesday evening,
children and Antonette Plourde and of our people being present.
an ohjcctin view. How he got the de Aug. 23, -with Mrs. Nellie Young as
Matilda Feyler called on friends in
Tom Wade has purchased an auto- |
,
Correct Construction
sired results makes "Black Roses”’ housekeeper.
Everybody is invited
Union Wednesday.
mobile.
without parallel.—adv.
and don’t forget the date—Aug. 23.
Beniah Packard has purchased a|
Superior Workmanship
handsome young horse of George Sim- |
WASHINGTON
mons.
your Clarion dealer to thou)
WHEELER’S BAY
The new tabernacle on the Advent
you hou) Clarions are made
How vigorous and goodI Campground Is completed at a cost of
Place your order early for PAINT
natured wo feel nnd howl
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes have re
• ibout $2000. The meeting commences
ING, PAPERING, WALL PAPER,
bright tho world scemsl
turned from Boston after spending
Aug. 20 holding over two Sundays.
THE NEW TOILET LOTION few days here.
when tlie digestive or
Several prominent speakers will be
Let G. B. BLOOM
gans are faithfully per
Arthur Richardson has employment
Is readily absorbed by the skin, soothing and
presen* n-d an interesting meeting is
forming their vital du
Paper Your Room
healing to Irritations caused by excessive heat at Wild Cat.
looked forward to.
ties.
Yet how easily
and extreme cold Apply freely and all smart60
Willow
Street
In, csss. At .11 druggists, price 26 cents, or . Clifford Dennison Is visiting his
BANGOR, MAINE
they become deranged,
sent by mall by
brother, Victor Dennison.
99-111
To be sure of quality buy Bluebird
throwing too much of
Eitabliihcd 1839
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kerswell of
Corn.
«8tf
their burden on tlie liver
Priest Drug Co., Bangor, Me. St. George spent the day with Mr
or bowels. Then trouble
and Mrs. Arthur Kellar recently.
begins. All sorts of dis
Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
Miss Sadie Tripp, who has employ
tressing symptoms ap
ment In Massachusetts, called on her
In Rockland and Thomaston *
pear, some of them
grandparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
ONCE USED—ALWAYS USED
alarming in effect. There
Clarke. She will make them a visit
is danger in delay. If
later.
there is any distress
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard attend
whatever in the stomach,
ed the Grange at St. George last Fri
headache, backache, pal
day night.
pitation, dizziness, scantGuy Martin and Harry Allard have
urine, constipation, has
THE SAFE WAY
been working for Walter Ldavlttathls
ten to the store and get
mill on the river road.
a 50 cent bottle of that
TO CARRY FUNDS
Mrs. Jesse Allard and little grand
good health remedy, “L.
daughter Marie spent Wednesday af
F.” Atwood's Medicine.
Guaranty Traveler’s Checks, issued by us are
ternoon with Mrs. Horace Clarke.
Endorsed by Maine peo
very convenient for travelers—the safe way to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard and Guy
ple everywhere, and
Martin nnd many others from Spruce
carry funds wherever you go. They arc accepted as money
guaranteed by the “L. F.” Medicinal
-Piping Hoi
Head attended the dance on Andrew
Co., Portland, Maine.
everywhere, and can be cashed raidily by hanks throughout
What
could
be
more
tempting
than
1Island Tuesday night. A very pretty
the United States and abroad. They are safe, because if lost,
the
rich
savor
of
sail on a moonlight night.
their value can be replaced. Issued In denominations of $10,
Jesse and Harry Allard and Guy
HATCHET BRAND
ii ■ sn nnasB. a
$20, $50, and $100. The cost is small.
Martin motored to Portland recently
A
< '■ '..........
SWEET CORN
and returned with two nice full blood
'
Ay
ed Holstein calves.

The members of the Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau held a very successful
meeting at Oakland Park Tuesday,
with the members of the Granges as
invited guests. Both forenoon and af
ternoon a home demonstraHon agent
gave a demonstration of making a
tireless cooker. A demonstration of
plowing with a tractor was given on
the grounds, but the kind of plow
used did not fully turn over the sod.
Otherwise the impression given of
tractor plowing was favorable.
In the afternoon the open-air meet
ing presided over by Harold H. Nash,
president of the Bureau, was attend
ed by over 200 persons. A band and
several speakers were the drawing
cards. E. T. Clifford, member of the
execptive Committee of the State
Grange, Mr. Deering in charge of the
work of the Boys’ and Girls' Clubs;
Mr. Cummings, county agent of Kenne
bec county, and J. W. Coverdale of
Iowa, national secretary of the Flarm
Bureau, were heard. Some of Mr.
Clifford’s remarks were rather critical
and evidently not relished by a por
tion of his audience. Mr. Coverdale’s
very able presentation of'the general
situtatlon made a deep impression and
excited much favorable comment. He
is really a man of national size. A
growing resentment at the demands of
organized labor, of profiteering, par
ticularly in coa, and shoes and grain,
and of a certain anti-farmer propa
ganda in a portion of the "yellow”
press, was reflected in the speeches,
and in the comments of the audi
ence.
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Makes Ironing Easy

Guy Martin is having a few weeks'
Used as cold water or cooked starch vacation.
George Barnes has sold his cow to
with equally good results.
Will Dennison.
Arthur Harrington has a fine litter
pigs, born a tew days ago.
ELASTIC STARCH ofJesse
Allard and Harry Allard made
$73103
a business trip to Rockland recntly,

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Served piping hot? Tight sealed in the can when
every kernel waa fresh and perfect.
Chorwdera, frittera, croquet tea. scalloped, corn
muffins, or just plain delicious stewed corn.

Die Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
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Those small ads In The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
effective.
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Page
were received by the Mikado, much
surprise and merriment being registered
when on shaking his foot, the foot
came off. Miss May Gould won the
prize in the rice eating contest with
chop sticks, the prize being a tiny Jap
anese fan; and for pinning the queue
on the Jappy, Miss Elizabeth Creigh
ton proved to be the winner, a little
Japanese paper cutter being the re
ward. A yery dainty luncheon was
served consisting of ice cream and tiny
chocolate angel and gold cake, also
marshmallows decorated with Japan
ese hieroglyphics served from Japan
ese trays and baskets in the fashion
of far oft Japan, the guests being
seated on cushions about the floor,
with incense rising from the center
and Japanese lanterns throwing a soft
light over all. Dainty maids from
Japan marked the place of each guest
and favors in the form of wee shells
added to their enjoyment. Those pres
ent were Misses Edith Keller, Jane
Miller, Catherine Scott. Audrey Pills
bury, Elizabeth Newcombe, Elizabeth
Creighton, Dorothy Starrett, Mary
Carter, Evelyn Gleason, Katherine
£^iBht0": M7.,G°“ld’ Uttle Elizabe,b
Rider. The little Japanese song and
dance by Miss Mary Carter with mandolin accompaniment was much ap-

THOMASTON

Miss Abbie Mitchell has returned to
Cambridge after spending two weeks’
vacation with her sister, Mrs. Newell
McLain.
We hope that everyone who has an
autmobile will decorate it and enter
it for the county fair parade. We
want everything from a Ford tractor
to a Rolls-Joyce; if you don’t own
both bring the one that you have.
Please notify Mrs. Marie Singer or
Miss Christine Moore.
William Tarbox of the Prince George
Hotel of New York arrived in town
Thursday where he will spend his an
nual vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry McGunnigle are
spending a few days at the Congress
Square Hotel, Portland, before going
to their new home in Augusta.
Mrs. L. R. Morton of Palo Alto,
Calif., is the guest of Mrs. M. C. Ham
ilton.
Mrs. A. A. Keene and Miss Marian
Keene returned to Hyde Park today
after spending several weeks in town.
Mrs. Eliza Carleton returned to Belmont today after spending two weeks
with her mother, Mrs. Henrietta Levensaler.
Miss Jeannette Roney has returned
• « « •
to her home in Woodfords after spend
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt Aug. 17
ing several weeks in town.
Mrs. George Gardiner has returned celebrated at their pleasant home the
from several weeks' visit in Augusta 56th anniversary of their marriage,
surrounded by a party of relatives
and Tacoma Lake.
Mrs. Wallace Mason of Keene, N. H., and friends. Those present were: Mrs.
is the guest of her mother, Mrs. Blunt's brother, George D. Hayden,
and his daughter Elsa of Rockland;
Amelia Robinson.
Mr, and Mrs. George McDonald re Mrs. Julia D. Fisk, her sister and her
turned to Springvale Friday after daughter. Mrs. Irene Leon, and son
spending several days with Mrs. Eva Hayden of Washington, D. C.; Charles
M. Hayden and brother, also of Wash
Mr Donald.
Mrs. Agnes Bird of Portland is in ington: Mrs. Lizzie Simmons of Rock
Mr.
town this week guest of Mrs. M. W. land., a niece of Mrs. Blunt.
Blunt has no relatives living near. It
Cullen.
Dinner was
Regular preaching services at the was a beautiful day.
Baptist church Sunday at 10.30 a.. m. served at 3 o'clock. In the evening
and 7 p. m. Morning theme, "Wells of Mr. Blunt invited his friends and
W^ter Within Us.” Music by a ladies’ comrade Mr. Philbrick and his nephew
choir at the morning service, and a and niece Ralph and Jessie Conant of
duet by Miss Mabeile Brown and Mrs. Rockland, who furnished an abund
E. Marie Singer. The evening service ance of tine music which carried the
will begin with a bright song service older members of the party back t»
led by a choir of young people. Come the days of their youth. Mr. Philto this service and get acquainted brick is what is termed an old-fash
ioned violinist, and when they started
with our new song books.
Miss Constance Bowes was the guest the old-time waltz it made some of
of her uncle, H. B. Bowes of Rock the party wild. Other friends called
land last Tuesday night. Wednesday with beautiful flowers and presents.
morning Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bowes, Mr. ttnd Mrs. Blunt feel very grateful
Mrs. W. M. Brown and Mrs. Arthur !to a" for their remembrance and hope
Roakes of Rockland and Miss Bowes to live 10 s?e some more of these beau'
motored to Lewiston to attend the tiful gatherings, a wish shared by
The combined
Undertakers’ Convention at Auburn, their many friends.
ages of Mr. and Mrs. Blunt. George
returning Thursday night.
D. Hayden, Mrs. Fisk and Charles M.
• • • •
Miss Charlotte Kalloch of Taunton Hayden, is 100 years, an average of 80
Ss the guest of her uncle, Fred Kal
loch.

SOUTH THOMASTON

Mrs. Thedore L. Nash and Mrs. Rus
sell Preble of Wollaston, Mass., have
Francis M ingels has returned to
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Walpole, Mass., after spending his va
Moore.
cation as the guest of Miss Edna
Miss Lillian Rachlein of Bangor is BackliS. While there they visited Mr.
visiting Miss Sarah Block.
and Mrs. Raymond Rackliff at Hew
E. O. Shibles of New York and his ett’s Island. He will be very much
guests, Mr. Mondo and Miss Mondo, missed by his baseball friends as he
returned to their homes today.
pitched several successful games.
Mrs. Wendell Robinson and two
small sons returned Thursday to their
Those small ads In The Courierhome in Fluhing, N. Y., after spend
ing several weeks in town visiting Gazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Pease and Miss bring immediate returns.
Emily Pease have returned from a
visit in Richmond.
GLOVER HALL, Warren
Harold Andrews of Framingham was
In town recently.
Saturday, Aug. 20
Miss Ida Elliot, Miss Nida Vesper
Paths Special Feature With
and Mrs. Mary Cushing have been i
spending the week at the Elliot cot- i Sylvia Breamer
tage.
and Robert Gordon
Miss Ether Kalloch is home on a
IN
three weeks’ vacation from the !
Rochester General Hospital, Roches- ’
“
Respectable
by Proxy”
ter, N. Y.
Full of 100
of Entertainment,
Miss Helen Poland is spending a
Thrills, Action, Pep. Fights.
month with relatives in Friendship.
Edward Ludwig, who came home to
It’s All There
go with the C. A. C. to Portland, has
“RUTH OF THE ROCKIES”
returned to Boothbay.
COMEDY
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and son
Edward, Mrs. Lizzie Peaslee, Miss
Marian Baker. Harold Peaslee and
Bowdoin Grafton were members of a
party that motored to Bar Harbor Fri
day for the weekend.
THOMASTON, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cushman of
Newcastle and William Creamer and
Perley Creamer of Boston were recent
ANNIVERSARY SALE
guests of Mr. Aaron Winchenbach.
3 DA<YS
Mrs. Amos Dow spent Wednesday
in Belfast.
AUG. 18,19 & 20
Anyone having a tambourine and
willing to loan it for the County Fair
Gabardine Skirts, special $2.49, $2.98
please notify Mrs. J. Murray Miller
Voile Waists ......................... 98c, $1.50
or Mrs. Ruby Peabody.
Georgette Waists, were $7 now $4.00
Mrs. Hattie Hyler has returned from
Men’s Hose, 8 pairs..................... $1.00
a two weeks' visit with friends in
Men’s Shirts, Flannel and ChamCushing.
bray ...............................................$1,00
Mrs. Ardelle Curling and Mr. and
Childs’ '/2 Hose, were 50c, 39c.........
Mrs. Forrest Curling arrived this week
now ................................................ 25c
and are occupying their home on Main
Misses' Sport Hose, were $1.00. .
street.
now .................................................. 79c
Mrs. William Jameson of Vinalhaven
Misses' Hats, were $5.00, now $2.98
is the guest of Mrs. Isaac Jameson.
others at ..................................... 69c
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Cpeiand of Cam
Special fine Bleached Cotton.... 15c
bridge motored here Thursday and are
Plenty 40-in. Unbleached at . ,12'/2
guests of Mrs. David Fuller.
They
OTHER SPECIALS
were accompanied by Mrs. Frank
Hunter of Mansfleld, who is visiting
10% Discount
Mrs. A. L. Wall.
Regular evening service at St.
On all other goods
John's Episcopal church at 7 o'clock.
PHONE 33-11
Sermon by the rector, Rev. A. E. Scott
of Rcokland; and music will be fur
nished by the Rockland and Thomas
ton choirs. Everybody welcome.
Mrs. Clara Dickerson of .Waterville
GIFTS THAT LAST
called on friends in town recently.
B. H. Fiileld of Vinalhaven was in
town Thursday looking up old friends.
W. P. STRONG
Mr. Fifield took part in the annual
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
all-star game of the Old Timers which
was played at Oakland Park Wednes
WALL PAPER
day.
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
Miss Mildred Demmons entertained
SUPPLIES
several of her little friends Friday af
THOMASTON,
MAINE
ternoon at a charming Japanese cos
TuftStf
tume party. On arriving the guests

ROCKPORT

Miss
Miss Mahel
.Mabel Pottle
I ottie of
ni Washington
asnington, !,or
or 50
one centa
timenuke s line

ID. C., who has been visiting her moth| er, returned Tuesday.
Mrs. Addie Morrill and her guests,
I Mrs. Elmer P. Matthews of Wilkes
Barre, Pa„ and Miss Winifred An
drews of Brookline, have spent sever
al days with Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt
| at their cottage at Lake Megunticook.
M. Gunn
..Mrs. . Lillian
.
__ , . and her son
.,
Alexander of New York have recently
been guests of Miss Mabel Pottle.
Mrs. Josephine Wall, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Paul and Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Pitts motored to North Windham and
visited the burial place of the late L.
M Paul
Mrs W A Paul left the
party at Portland to visit her daughter, Mrs. Lansan Hyde at Lawrence,

'Tb

~Thb
SHOv\Z

..

-wV'

at once.' PENOBSCOT ARMS.

..

©CFB

Central Maine Fair, Waterville, Maine, Aug. 29-Sept. 2.

Within a mile or so of Warren ville. L. C.
8TVDLET, Warren, Me., R F. D. 2
>
87*100

H. Young’s.

APPLETON

MONHEGAN

Charles Perriman and daughter Miss I "Wednesday was an ideal picnic day
_ ,
.
t
and long to be remembered was the
Ruby Perriman of Worcester are, comiuunity picnic under the auspices,
spending a few days at the Albee | of the Sunday school, on the shore of
i the beautiful Sennebec lake. Early in
House.
Mrs. Nancy Richardson and little I the day autos and teams were busy
carrying happy families and heavily
granddaughter Dorothy are visiting laden baskets to the scene. Friend
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Field.
greeted friend beneath the pines over
A party of excursionists from New looking 'the lake. The hoys and girls
played in the sparkling waters while
Harbor visited the Island Monday.
four boats were kept busy by the
A masked ball was given in Brack young people. As the picnic grounds
ett's Hall Wednesday evening.
were on the farm of Andrew Bean, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson of Bean and Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert with
Worcester and Mr. and Mrs. John Field their work aprons on were to he found
in the Thompson Buick, motored to making the fish chowder, Mrs. New
Rockland, Camden and other points of bert superintending. At noon three
sturdy men bore the heavy kettles of
interest, Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller of Springfield, the piping hot chowder, “such as moth
Mass., visitors at the Monhegan House er used to make." to the bountifully
made a trip to Rockland and Camden laden tables—a feast not soon to be
Monday in their Studebaker. They fergotten by the 100 guests. A roaring
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. fire later was kindled on the beach
Walter Brackett and children of New and the annual old-time corn roast was
enjoyed. The community at large are
Harbor.
Mrs. W. D. Miller of Ashburnham, very grateful to all who worked so
Mass., has arrived at her cottage hard to make the affair successful. To
Green Point Road and will be joined those who donated boats and autos and
by Mr. Miller the latter part of the to Mr. Bean, many thanks are ex
tended.
week.
The guests at the Monhegan Hous’e
gave a supper party to the employes,
L. R. CAMPBELL
Tuesday night, at Mrs. Everett's tea
room. Entertainment was furnished by
Attorney at Law
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Schimdt of New
Special Attention to Probate Mantra
York and others and a dance was en
joyed in the Studio.
375 MAIN STREET : • : ROCKLAND. Ml

GARDNER
"IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF”

THE GARDNER LIGHT FOUR HAS
CREATED A COUNTRYWIDE SENSA

TION.
IT HAS STEPPED RAPIDLY
TO THE FRONT ON QUALITY, STYLE
AND PRICE. IT'S THE CROWNING
SUCCESS OF 33 YEARS OF SUCCESS
FUL EXPERIENCE IN THE PRODUC
TION OF VEHICLES—A BETTER CAR
AT A LOWER PRICE.

The Gardner Motor Co

Herbert Clifford, Henry Clifford and
Ralph Clifford and family of Stockton Springs recently visited Mrs. Flora
Speed. Mrs. May Robbins and son of
Portland are at the Speed cottage now.
Mrs. Merle Clark and children of
South China arc occupying the Susie
Post house for a time.
Mrs. C. M. Rogers has the follow
ing guests at her cottage: Miss Gera
Hilldale of New York, Miss Theresa
Murphy and Misses Smith and Nevins
of Philadelphia.

UNION

■»,

Rev. Mr. Morgan, the representa
tive of Zion’s Herald, will speak at
the Methodist church, Union, Sunday

morning at 10.30. Mrs. Morgan, who
will accompany her husband, may be
remembered as Miss Thompson at the
revival meetings in this vicinity some
years ago.

INC.

ST. LOUIS, u. s A

CUNNINGHAM & STARRETT
WARREN GARAGE
WARREN, MAINE

97tf

?8N

Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may 6e made on

any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

FIRST DAY OF SEPTEMBER

five

months,

Appearance of your Cemetery Lot

is improved if the headstones stand erect. We build the founda
tions of concrete so they will stand the test of time.
We are prepared to furnish you Black and Gray Maine
Granite Monuments and Barre. Quincy or anything else you

J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
98-103

STITCHERS
On Power Machines

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND
68 tf

WILLIAM

APPLES

GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION, ME.

You can save money by ordering

I

For the next ten days I will receive

orders for shingles at a price you
can afford to pay, and the lowest

NED L. MORISON, Apple Expert

you hear this season. These shingles
will be shipped direct from the mill,

E. W. J. HEARTY, President

and

delivered

from

the

car

at

Thomaston Station, making a big

ROBERT B. LORING, Treas.

saving to you.

If you are interested

write,'telephone or call at house for
information.

(At home evenings.)

es-s-tr

W. J. ROBERTSON

(North Side)

“The House Built on the Apple”
96Tu-S

FOR 8ALE—New and seoond hand furniture
at B L. RYDER'S, Pleasant SL. Rockport. 19-tf

your Shingles from the undersigned.

20 Fanuel Hall Market

& SON

Summer Cottages and Board

MAINE

Give us a call or ask our

E. DORNAN

To Let

FOR SALE—Power Boat. 25 feet long, 5 h.
MisceOaneou*
p. in good condition. LELAND MANN. Spruce
Head, Me
98-100
BROILERS
—
Give
mo
your
order
for
broilers,
FAMILY REUNIONS
roasting chickens and fowl, dressed or other
FOR SALE—Bouquets of asters, dahlias,
| wise, 10 to 12 hours notice CHAS. T. SPEAR, pansies or other flowers, from 50c up. 192 or
SIMMONS REUNION.
150 Middle Street. P. O Box 332.
99tf
196 LIMEROCK ST.
97*99
The Simmons family will hold Its reunion.
| at the home of Mr and Mrs. Edric Edgecomb
NOTICE—Will the lady who picked up the
FOR SALE—12 standard bred March hatched
in Appleton, Aug. 31. If stormy the first fair coat lost from th« Hewett Bottling Works truck S C. W L. pullets, good ones and will lay in
98tf
I day.
Abigail Simmons, Sec. I Wodly CALL 30.
September.
$1.75 each.
OSCAR BLUNT,
97*100
MACHINEST & ENGINEER—Experimental Thomaston, Me Tel. 11-5.
CROCKETT REUNION.
and repair work. R. B. MAGUNE, 636 Main
FOR SALE—Farm, about 60 acres, high ele
The Crockett reunion, which is to be held 8L________________________________ 96-10
vation. near R R station. Two-story 8-room
I at the home of George A. Crockett, ‘’Hillcrest,”
ROCKLAND'S SHOV PLACE—Early Amerl house; hath; hot water heater; barn, garage,
I Thcmastoo, will lie a little out of the ordinary
workhouse, henhouse, 35 acres pasture and
tills year, the committee in charge having de can Furniture and Antiques. Your visit tt woodland, 25 in field. Price right. MAX
cided to make it a costume party and each and Maine is not complete unless you spend at SCHNEIDER, Waldoboro. Me R F. D
every one. old and young must go in costume least two hours in this new shop. Building
97*103
There will be fancy dances on the lawn by the 40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
children Baked beans and bread will be fur- mtlques. COBB & DAVIS, 115 North Main
FOR SALE—One 22-in. band saw with 3-8
Street.
(Call
Mr.
Davis
at
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
’
1 nished by a committe of eleven ladies The
in saw; one 8-in turning lathe (new); 1 3-8
83-tf
date is Wednesday, Aug 24, if stormy, Thurs- Department 8tore.
in. shafting, adjustible hangers, safety collars
| day. Take dishes.
Jessie L Robbins. See.
aid
one 3V6 h. p. Atlantic Marine
FRUIT-POULTRY FARM near village, a one enginepulleys;
96-100
(rebuilt) one "Rochester” mechanical
man dandy; only $750, excellentlg located short lubricator,
• • • •
1
qt.
one 1 pint capacity;
walk P. 0. school, etc.; 3^ miles hustling one 1-in. "Strongcapacity;
” steam trap R. B. MAGUNE,
HOFFSES REUNION.
R R. market town, prosperous farmers
96-99
The 39th annual reunion of the Hoffses | around; 6i£ acres to provide necessities; big 636 Main St.
family will be held at the home of William opportunity "poultry development; 5% acres
FOR
SALE
—
Hammerless
shotgun,
12
ga. 30Brazier in Thomaston, Thursday, Aug 25. If productive tillage; 20 apple trees; comfortable inch barrels. Good condition Tel. 771.
I stormy, on next fair day.
5-room house with beautiful shade, splendid
95tf
Edith M Carroll, Sec., Warren.
outlook; 30-foot basement barn, etc. To settle
98-100
FOR SALE—Pure apple cider vinegar of a
quickly $750, part cash, easy terms. Details
page 48 lllus. Catalog 1100 Bargains FREE. high quality. Drop me a card. J. H. SIMON
95tf
KALLOCH REUNION.
I STROUT FARM AGENCY. 341 D. G.. Water TON, R. F. D , Rockland,
The 53rd annual reunion of the Kalloch | St., Augusta, Me.
99-lt
FOR SALE OR TO LET—Chickering &, Son?
| family will be held at Oakland Park, same
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Cov square piano, overstrung seven octaves; fine
place as last year, Wednesday, Aug. 31.
eretf Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait tone and In good condition. Rosewood case.
98*101
Mary E Kalloch, Sec.
Ing, Narrow Knife and Side Plaiting. Orders Also for sale Virgil Practice Clavier. MRS.
• • • •
A D. BIRD, 40 Camden St., City, Tel. 319 or
promptly filled. PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN,
OVERLOCK-ESANCY REUNION.
78.
94tf
I Leland St. Tel. 270-J.
93*105
The 10th annual reunion of the OverlockFOR SALE—Pair of black horses, 2760
lEsancy families will be held Thursday, Aug 25,
ANTIQUES—At LOWERS, Belfast, Me., op
pounds, clever and right In every respect.
75*104
at Burkettvllie Grange hall. Burkettville. Pic- posite Shoe Factory.
Thro^h with season’s work and have no
| nlc dinner. If stormy first fair day.
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
at
the
further
use for them. Price reasonable. WIL
W. E. Overlock, Pres
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall or LIAM W. BUTLER, Mt. Bettox Farm. Tel.
Clara 8. Overlock, Sec.
|ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
X8-tf 179-14.
92tf
98-100
BERRY PICKERS—Are warned not to tres
FOR SALE—In Camden, Maine, house and
pass on the Hannah C. Rackliffe Farm, South lot at 21 Pearl St , close to center of the vil
Thomaston.
98*100
lage. All modern improvements. See or write
90tf
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby F. H. THOMAS, Camden.
warned not to trespass on the land on the
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop boat in damaged con
Tolman farm belonging to the undersigned. dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
JB88K A. TOLMAN
76tf
can repair boat himself himself. Inquire ▲. D.
BERRY PICKERS and gunners are warned „ BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
82-tf
keep off my premises at the Head of the Bay
as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B
FOR SALE—New and second band boots,
HIX.
80*103
shoes, clothing, hardware, dishea, musical in
WHEN IN BOSTON—Evory issue of The struments and furniture. C. T. BRAGG, 610
69tf
Courier-Gazette la on sale by the Old South Main St.
News Co., Washington St. opposite foot of
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
School Call around and get a copy of the 25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
paper with the home news.
tX-tf
of wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON OO , Bel
ENGRAVED CARDS—Can at this office and home.
fast.
Me
fif
examine etylee If you already hare a plate
bring it In and*let us print you cards in lateal
FOR SALE—Second hand Chickering per
size. THF. COURIEK-GAZETTK
8-tf
grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of M
OUR SPECIALTY
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
56-tl
FOR SALE—Ljng and fitted bard wood, fitted
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
delivered. T. J. CARROLL, residence East
P. O. Thomaston. Tel. Rockland.
SHINGLE NOTICE Warren;
263-21
59-tf

desire. LETTERING A SPECIALTY.
We also sell all kinds of Marble.
salesman to visit you.

THOMASTON, MAINE

WANTED

the

BOSTON, MASS.

.

CAMDEN, ME.

FOR SALE—Fine furnished cottage and
double lot of land on eastern shore of Lake
Meguolicook, Camden. Inquire of REUKL ROB
INSON, Camdjn.
__ 84tf
WANTED—Summer boarders at "Rockledge
Inn,” Spruce Head, Me. Rates reasonable,
.^or information address MRS. T. L. MAKER.
Yel
21-15.
the trees and 26 enjoyed steamed clams
and a picnic dinner. The meeting was L To LET—Garage at comer Broadway and
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from tb*
CLOTH town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
called to order v,.
by the vice president Masonic
co Sts , enquire at GUARANTEE 98-100
tion for summer cottage Boating, fishing an<J
Stephen Burrows. The officers were
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K.
LET—Six room house with bath. Inquire TORREY,
32*tf
Tenant’, Harbor.
re-elected, President, Rufus Burrows, | 12TO
MYRTLE ST..
96tf
Committee on arrangements, Mr. and
TO
LET
—
Upstairs
rent,
near
electrics,
n
Vice President. Stephen Burrows, Sec | modern improvements. TEL 232-12—456-R.
For Sale
retary and Treasurer, L. L. Mank.
96tf
-Mrs. S. J. Burrows, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
FOR SALE—Comb honey in 1 lb. cartons. •
TO LET—Two furnished front rooms 10
E. H. 8EEKINS, Buttermilk Lane, off Thom
Jackson and Floyd Wotton. Enter I PLEASANT STREET
66*tf
99*104
tainment committee, Mrs. S. A. Parker,, TO ,LET
„—A. .furnished
, , . appartment
. . Applly
, ,, ,to aston car line.
FOR SALE—5-lb Roasters. 6 months old.
Belfast, Mrs. Charles Bowers, Mrs. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Daris
Make good dinners warm or cold. R I. Red
| Floyd Wotton and Miss Doris Bur-1
91tf
Utility Bred Cockrels. C. E. WARD, South
rows. Voted to hold the next reunion
TO LET—Tenement 1't Nnr:l. mTT^ St. Thomastop. Me. 99-101
at the same place sometime in August, Ail improvements Inquire. 1’. L. HAVENER
FOR SALE—Metz touring car, five passenger
1922. The deaths of Joseph Carter and T<l s.u.-.'i or 226-M
as good as new and looks it. Will make a low
O. It. Keizer were reported.
Those
TO LET—Furnished room, 116 South Main price. Inquire of J. FRED KNIGHT or FRANK
present from out of town were: Mrs. Ist Apply to MRS W. s KENISTON. 88tf
C KNIGHT.
99-101
Edith Dingle of Malden. Mass., Mrs.
TO LET—Furnished room. 16 BROAD ST
FOR SALE—Sept. 1, auxiliary sloop Lula
62-tf
Marion. 35 feet, one of the best sloops on the
I Inez Shuman of Portland. Mrs. Mary | nr Tel I41-M.
first class equipment, 7^ h. p. engine.
Gilley of Camden, Mrs. Lola Fitch,
TO LET—Somebody 1, needing a house oi coast;
Also 27 foot launch 10 h. p. engine. E. P.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carter and C. I. rooms Advertise youra in this column and JORDAN. Harhorside, Me.
98-102
3-tf
Burrows of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. you’ll zet an application immediately.
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood 4-foot length.
TO
LET
—
STORAGE
—
For
furniture,
stovee,
William Bradford and daughter Made
and musical instruments or anything that re $10, sawed stove length $12, fitted $14 per cord.
line of Friendship. Mrs. Alice Bur quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable Also rough boarding boards $25 per M. JONES
& THORNDIKE, Thomaston, Tel. 169-33.
45tf
rows was the oldest present and J R. FLYE. 221 Main 8l. Rockland
98*103

INC.

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

98-100.

LOST—Pocketbook on Main street. Thomas
Friday. Please return to ROSE MERRI
WANTED—Boys knowing ball games to at ton.
FIELD,
20 Hyler Street.
99-lt
tend fitting school.
Write "K” COURIER
GAZETTE Office.
94-102
LOST—Pocket book with n sum of money.
99* It
WANTED—Relurn load for large truck Rock Return to 258 MAIN STREET.
land to Boston, about Sept. 2 or 3. Furniture
LOST—Locket and chain about the size of a
or merchandise. Reduced rate Address HEKSUM & CO., INC, 106 Mass Ave Cambridge. five cent piece with fleur-de-lis patient. Re
ward MRS. GRACE MITCHELL, Rockport,
Mass
92*103
Me
99*101
WANTED—Girl for general housework Fam
ily of three. MRS GEORGE M SIMMONS,
LOST—Umbrella, light brown silk, in Rock
111 Middle St.
91tf
land waiting station Wednesday night. Reward.
99-101
WANTED—Old fashioned furniture and MRS. AMOS FISK. Tel. 41-3.
dishes. Highest prices paid. Write P. 0 BOX
LOST—At Empire Theatre. Saturday even
201. Bangor
88*102
ing. blue plush bag. Finder keep money, re
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male turn bag and other contents to THIS OFFICE.
97*99
I and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 9
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14
15tf
LOST—Light green skiff somewhere on the
Finder please notify JOHN
WANTED—Chefs, ooota, waitresses, cham Georges River
96*101
ber maids, laundresses, general and kitchen JOHNSON, Long Cove, Me.
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
FOUND—Canoe Elinor, left at Lord Co , Bel
12 and 2 and 6 and 7
MRS HAWLEY, 780 fast, Me. Owner can have same by proving
100-tf
High St.. Bath. Me Tel. 725
property and paying expenses
JOHN LE
MOINE, Swan’s Island, Me.
• 94*99

KINGMAN & HEARTY

Deposits made on or

dividend period

SEABRI6HT WOVEN FELT CO.

99*101

WANTED—Girl at NEW YORK BAKERY.
94tf

TO LET—Furnished cottage on the car line.
City water. Apply to MRS. C. A CROCKETT.
I
69
North Main Street.
99*tf
BURROWS REUNION
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms, with barn
The 11th annual reunion of the Bur-I and garden lot, situated at Mill River, Thomrows family was held at S. J. Burrows' I ?8ton fars p“s8 ,he door Jnouire of MRS.
LUCY FISH, Thomaston, Me.
99-101
and C. F. Jajkson’s South Waldoboro,
TO LET—Small tenement. L. F CHASE, 4f
Wednesday. Tables were set under
I Middle St. Tel 665-2.
98tf

Maxine Bowers,
youngest.

$995

The

Tel. 425-4

A few extra good
WEAVERS
No others need apply
White work Good pay
Steady job, apply to

I supper planned for that night and it
Lost and Fount
was given on Friday.
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of two-no
1 ~
..
, .
| objection to woman with child. Address
Grover Wotton is building a garage | HOUSEKEEPER, Courier-Gazelle
91*99
LOST—Friday, a sum of money in a cloth
with the help of his father.
WANTED—A woman to wipe dishes, Apply bag Finder will be liberally rewarded. Ad
Lewis Ryan of Union is a guest at L. at THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
dress MRS G. H. PERRY. Box 241, Rockland.
96tf

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Will draw interest from that date for the full

™' c,ratle”’25!:_________________ *81#
WANTED—Boarders, men or men and Ihelr
”be’ MRS DAffIEL DOHERTY, U^Grace
‘------------------------------------------------WANTED—Two first class waitresses. Apply

WANTED

WANTED—Furnished or unfurnished modern
of 4 or 5 rooms, by 3 adults, for win
The storm of Thursday delayed the I tenement
ter. TEL 455-M
97*99

&

1 HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in March

Wanted
WANTED—First class cooks, waitresses, etc ,
at once. Execellent ^positions MRS E. H.
HAWLEY, 780 High St., Bath, Me. Tel 725.
___ ___________________ ________99-101
WANTED—Girl for general housework at
cottage on Megunticook Lake for month of
September. Address ”R” care Courier-Gazette
______________________________ 99*101
WANTED—A few extra good weavers. No
others need .apply
White work. Good pay
Steady job Apply SEABRIGHT WOVEN FELT

OWL S HEAD

$0'

PLEASE REMEMBER

Additional
lines 5 cents words
each
ggm, j unm,

Mrs. Herbert Butler recently return98-10#
ed from Normal School, and was given
WANTED_A dc,'lrllble
’wuh modern
a surpnse party. Those present \\ ere conveniences. PHONE 704 (business hours)
[ Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear, Mr. and | <>r 630 J.
98-100
Mrs. Mark Ingraham. Mrs. Weston WANTE0-7'lerlts; hundreds men ever” IT
Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pitts and wanted for railway mall positions. Examina
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spear.
lion SePl n- Salary $135 month Experience
viiiou
unnecessary. White for free particulars about
Mis. Elliott Meiryfteld of Spring- positions examination COLUMBIA SCHOOL
vale is visiting her parents, Mr. and of CIVIL SERVICE 167 Pope Bldg, Wash
99*104
| Mrs. Benjamin H. Paule.
| ington, D. C
A. C. Moore made a business trip to
WANTED—To rent a farm or house with a
stable to keep a Horse and possible a cow
Dark Harbor Wednesday.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

LEVI SEAVEY, President

EYBBYBODY’S COLUMN

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Orne of FriendIship were recent callers on Mr. and Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
Mrs. E. C. St. Clair.

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

and September of each year.
before the

Every-Other-Day

CARPENTER & BUILDER

Tel. 27-22

Thomaston, Me.

97tf

I

STATE ASSESSORS NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that the Board of
State Assessors will be in sessipn at the Court
House in Rockland on Wednesday, the 17th day
of August, at 9 o’clock a. ra., A D 1921, in
the County1 of Knox, to secure lnfocmation to
enable them to make a just equalization of
the taxable property in said County, and to
Investigate charges of concealment of property
from taxation, of undervaluation and of fail
ure to assess property liable to taxation
C S. STETSON,
W. F. DRESSER.
.!. J. DEARBORN.
Board of State Assessors.
F H. Sterling, Clerk
96S99

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Mmmmt ti A. J. EratlM * 0*.
«I7 SAIN STREET J i t BWKLANI,

Every -Other-Day

In Social Circles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 20, 1921
who has been spending the sum
mer in Rockland, Miss Gilman of Cam
den and Mrs. Grace Harrington were
guests.

MARRIED

SIXTY-FOUR

YEARS.

Page Seven

VINALHAVEN

Miss Bertha Dolham of Boston was
guest at Camp Alyosca Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Tripp of South Thomaston Cen Tuesday Mrs. L. R. Smith gave a
The errlTal and departure of guests during
Miss Adelaide Savage of Waterbury,
lien
io on Kittredge’s Hill to the followthe vacation season is of Interest both to them Conn., is the guest of her aunt Mrs.
ter of Happy Family Gathering Wednesday.
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Ing children; Althea Small, Myrtle
Y. Sullivan, Pleasant street.
Items of social news and will thank our friends
Falkingham, Frances McIntosh. Ken
to supply us with Information In this con
neth and Kendall Hatch, Irving and
nection
1 Haynes Touring. 1919
AV. Scott Young returned to MatiniNorman Johnson. Alegra Ingerson, An
770
TELEPHONE ..........................................
cus this morning.
nie Anderson, Avis Johnson, Elizabeth
(In perfect condition and new paint.)
Claytor and A+vina Arey.
Ex-mayor Albert E. Jones, with
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Koopan of
Thomas W. Burke of Nashua, N. H.,
Mrs. Jones and daughter Helen and New York were in this city this morn1 Studebaker. 1917 touring
formerly of Vinalhaven, was the weekMiss Flora Parsons of Woodstock, New ng on their way to Matinicus.
id guest 6f his cousin, O. P. Lyons.
Brunswick were in the city Friday.
1 Cadillac. 1914 touring
E. M. York and family of Crockett's!
The party were on an automobile
Postcards dated Bethlehem, N. H.,
River, visited town Wednesday in their
camping trip, having made the tour have been received from Mrs. Hitch
1 Velie. 1920 touring
new Ford.
of the White Mountains, and were re cock and Mrs. C. H. Berry, who were
Miss Villa Caldewood is spending a
returning by way of the Atlantic Trail on the point of motoring over the Mo
few weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Dort. 1918 touring
to Palais. The Joneses are cousins of hawk trail. They report excellent
William Lawry.
A. H. Jones and were guests In Rock weather and a splendid time.
Harold Dearborn of Connecticut ar- |
1 Dort. 1917 touring
land of Mr. and Mrs. Jones.
rived Wednesday and is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Ripley of
Capt. and Mrs. George Webster.
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Mayo have been Melrose, Mass., Prof. Charles D. Cool,
1 Gray Dort. 1921 touring
Mrs. Fernald Ames and daughter
on a carriage ride during the week, of Madison, (Wis.) University, and
Nina.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Calderwood
(As good as new)
making Jefferson their headquarters.
children Robert and Elizabeth, and
and Miss Villa Calderwood, attended
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Dunton of
the Calderwood reunion at Glencove,1
L. W. Dunton of Spencer. Mass., has Belfast are occupying the Crie home
1 Ford. 1918. touring
Wednesday.
joined his family, who have been stead at Criehaven.
Selectmen
C.
L.
Boman
and
Mrs.
guests of Mrs. Dunton’s sister, Mrs.
1 Buick. 1914. touring
Charles Chillis were in Rockland Wed -'
W. H. Adams, at the Highlands.
Mrs. H. Simpson and children re
nesday to attend the meeting of the
turned to Criehaven this morning.
1 Buick. 1916. touring
State Board of Assessors.
Itev. O. W. Stuart goes to VassalThe social hop at North Haven Tues
boro Sunday to take part in the dedi
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Spear arrived
day evening, was largely attended.;
1 Ford Coupe. 1920 touring
cation of the tabernacle at the camp home yesterday from visits in Connec
Music was by l.ouie's Jazz Orchestra.
grounds.
ticut and Boston, accompanied by Mr.
The Primary Department of Union
1 Saxon Six. 1919. touring
and Mrs. W. L. Dennis of Boston.
Church Sunday School were guests
Mr and Mrs. E. L. Brotvn returned
Tuesday
of
Mrs.
W.
F.
Lyford
at
Thursday night from New Harbor and
1 Oldsmobile Truck. 1919
Webb ' Patterson, who has been
Meadow Brook Farm. Those present
Pemaquid. where they spent 10 days. pending the summer in Thomaston,
besides
32
children
were:
Mrs.
W.
F.
Mr. Brown devoted much of his time has returned to Boston.
1 Chevrolet Truck. 1920
Lyford, Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs. Ira
to sketching and a dozen or so at
Smith,
Mrs.
Harry
Dailey.
Mrs.
Edith;
tractive water colors, mainly of surf
Dr. and Mrs. Starrett of Bangor were
1 G.
C, Truck, 1919
Grimes, Mrs. W. A. Smith, Mrs. Austin
scenes, resulted.
in the city recently, on their way to
Calderwood, Mrs. O. V. Drew and Mrs. |
attend the Starrett-Spear reunion in Mr. and Mrs. William A. Tripp of South Thomaston Who Last Wednesday George Grey.
1 Ford Tractor.
Will sell at a
C. S. Whittier of Danvers, Mass., is Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon T. Ames, daugh
Reached the 64th Anniversary of Their Wedded Career.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. House.
Bargain.
(As good as new)
ter Marjorie and Sam Lavon, Jr., have
Miss Jeannette Whittier will arrive
Miss Maude Knowlton, whose vaca
been
spending
their
annual
vacation
at
next week for a few weeks’ visit.
tion begins Monday, will join Mr. and
1 Cadillac, 1916
All hut one of their eight surviving Sabra Pitcher. She is 81 and a native the home of Mr. Ames’ parents. Mr. I
Mrs. A. L. Orne at Pleasant Beach toof Cushing. Her lifelong interest has and Mrs. Orrin B. Ames at Calderchildren
gathered
Wednesday
at
the
Mrs. M. L. Dix of Everett, Mass., is terday. Supper was eaten at the res
been centered on her home life. At th
at the Moorlan cottage, Holiday Beach. Rodgers, Mr. Knowlton’s niece, will be old homestead of William A Tripp in age of 72 she underwent the ampu wood’s Neck. They returned to their
A fresh lot of Grocery Wagons just arrived from
home in New Bedford last Saturday.
"
V
their weekend guest returning to Bos South Thomaston, when that venerable tation of her left hand, but in spite
Mrs.
Agnes
Thompson
of
Holyoke,
the
Prison.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Brewster of ton on the Sunday boat. Miss Eda citizen and his aged wife celebrated of this great ordeal she has enjoyed
Mass., and daughter Evelyn are guests
J^uhurn visited relatives at Lipcoln Knowlton will complete the house
their C4th wedding anniversary. It good health for the most part. She is >f her sister. Mrs. Hugh Keay.
ville Beach this week. Mr. Brewster party.
Heavy and light Road Wagons.
Mrs. W. H. Bray and son Parker re
was necessary to put many new leaves keen of hearing and has excellent
was the guest in Thomaston and Rock
eyesight, using glasses only for the turned Wednesday from Rockland
1 Jigger Wagon, second hand.
land Sunday and Monday of his
Mrs. Ethel M. Blackley of Boston is in the family dining table for the sons purpose of reading.
where the son had been receiving
cousins Ernest L and Gardner L. Tol visiting Mrs. C. L. Fassett, Old County and daughters were accompanied by
Mr. Tripp has always been very treatment at the Silsby Hospital.
3 Sets of Heavy Two Horse Wheels.
man, Charles A. Tolman and Mrs. oad.
*
Miss Laura B. Sanborn arrived
their families—the whole representing active until a few months ago. Last
Willis Snow. Mrs. Charles A. Tolman,
year
his
garden
was
one
of
the
best
Thursday
from
Washington,
D.
C.,
and
Mrs. Ella S. Lente and Miss Luella
Mrs. John Kendricken of Boston en a four-generation group‘which would
SOME GOOD
will be the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Blanchard from Portsmouth, N. H. tertained a small party at luncheon at have numbered eight children, 19 in the community. He has never found
any other diversion which gave him Arthur Arey and other relatives.
TRADES IN
came Thursday night.
her camp on Megunticook Lake, in grandchildren and 11 great grandchil so much satisfaction as reading, and
Mrs. G. W. Vinal returned Thursday
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Boyd dren had all been present.
few men of his age have kept so well to Boston after several weeks stay at
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Welch and son of Boston.
THREE FAST PACERS
But the family has many good cooks posted in the events of the day.
Woleewyn and Bridgeside.
Kenneth have returned to Stonington,
and good providers so there was an
The children of Mr. arid Mrs. Tripp
Charles Webster, Lloyd Webster and
and
rigging,
purchased
at Belfast Fair, will be sold cheap
after a week’s visit at the old home
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Robinson of abundance of appetizing food. Even are Mrs. Mary Adams, Mrs. Ephraim W. A. Smith returned Thursday from
West Meadow road, with Mrs. Welch’s Providence are visiting Mr. Robinson’s after this notable gathering of 30 per
Perry and W. Stewart Tripp of Rock Boston. The auto trip proved a very
2 Yoke of 3 Year Old Steers
mother, Mrs. Josephine Phinney.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Robin sons had risen from its repast.
land, George Tripp of Augusta, Miss enjoyable one. During the short stay
son, at their home in Cushing.
The afternoon and evening were Lizzie Tripp of Boston, Mrs. William at York Beach Lloyd availed himself
1 Yoke of 4 Year Old Oxen.
AH Holstein
Mrs. K. G. Frankie visited friends
spent in a very happy manner, and the Jackson, who occupies the old home of the opportunity of a ride through
in East Union Wednesday.
Mrs. Bertha Hussey and family have couple received numerous presents in stead, Mark Tripp of Ash Point, and the air.
Breed. Fancy stuff.
arrived home after a month’s visit in addition to floral and postcard remem Rev. J. Woodbury Tripp of Richford,
Mrs. Thompson of New York is a
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Rhodes Massachusetts. Mrs. Hussey’s daugh brances.
Vt., an Episcopal rector. Death has guest of Mrs. William Malcolm.
of Brookline, Mass., are guests of the ter Emily is very much improved.
Miss Scofield and Miss Kreegor of
Mr. and Mrs. Tripp were married in caused but one break in the family
Misses Young, North Main street, be
the house on Franklin street, Rock
The grandchildren are Mrs. Walter Philadelphia, who have been guests at
ing on a fortnight’s vacation trip, a
Mrs. Frank B. Fish returned Thurs land, now owned by the family of the Kirkpatrick, Rockland; Mrs. Arthur Bridgeside left Thursday for their re
portion of which will be spent at Ma day from an automobile trip to Port late J. R. Baker, but have lived in Moody, Portland;
Sumner Perry turn home.
tinicus. Mr. Rhodes, of the well- land and Waterville.
The subject of the lesson sermon
their present home nearly all the time Rockland; Mrs. Earl Barron, Rackknown house of Rhodes Bros, and who
•
since their marriage in 1857.
land; Ira Perry, Portsmouth; Clar next Sunday at the Christian Science
fills with honor a position on the board
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. D. Purrington,
Mr. Tripp, at 88 has the distinction ence Jackson, Malden, Mass.; May Society at 11.3(1 will be ’‘Mind." All
of deacons of the famous Tremont Roger Keddy and Miss Ruth Alden of being oldest male resident of South nard Jackson, Rockland; Mrs. Joseph are welcome. The midweek testimony
Temple, is also an ardent golfer, be of Winthrop spent Sunday with Mr. Thomaston, hence the recipient of the Baum, South Thomaston; Leroy and meeting is held Wednesday evening at
ing a member of the Woodland Club, and Mrs. C. H. Thornton at Owls cane offered by a Boston newspaper Samuel Jackson, South Thomaston; 7.30.
and today will see him going around Head.
Mrs. Clara Dearborn attended the
to such citizens, is the last survivor of Lloyd Tripp, Boston;
Mrs. Pear]
the Country Club course.
a family which numbered more than Robertson, Rockland; Margaret Tripp, Castine Normal picnic at Oakland
Mrs. Almon Bird is having a fort a score of children from three mar Ash Point; Leslie Tripp, Sanford Wednesday.
Mrs. Andrew Griffin of 17 Water
Mrs. James Wareham is spending a
riages. In his day he was one of the Sadie Tripp, Boston; Frederick Tripp,
street is entertaining for the re night’s vacation from the North Na most skillful house and ship carpenters Rockland;
Norman, Barbara and few days at Crockett’s River, the guest
REACH—DEER ISLE
SOMERVILLE
mainder of the season Mr. and Mrs. tional Bank. She is at present visft In this locality, plying his vocation Frederick Tripp of Richford, Vt.
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young.
Edwin Curnow and daughter Madeline ing in Cherryfield.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Kaps,
who
have
when
shipbuilding was numbered
The great grandchildren are Waldo,
Mr. and Mrs Charles A. Bowden of
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blake, Marie
Wednesday Capt. Allie Green and
among the industries of South Thom Francis, Helen, and Elizabeth Kirk been spending a few weeks at the
Middletown. Conn., and Herbert Bow
Harold F. Roberts of Stamford,
Blake and James Blake of Boston.
aston as well as in other seaport patrick of Rockland, Jtuth Perry of home of Mrs. Mary L. Arey, returned chief pilot Mrs. Green in the Grayling den and daughter Miss Linda ■yowden
Conn., has joined his family at “Trial
took a party of IS from Oakhurst Farm
towns of Knox county. He also spent Rockland, Parker and Beverly Jackson to Springfield, Tuesday.
of Rockland were recently in town call
Hudson D. Ames, traveling salesman Mark.” thpir summer home on the several seasons in Virginia, cutting
The arrivals this week at Mrs. Mary and vicinity to Gott’s Island on a pic ing on friends.
of
Rockland,
Ruth
Huston
of
South
Owls Head road.
is having his annual vacation.
L.
Arey
’
s
are;
Roy
Cann,
of
Wake

nic
excursion.
The
weather
was
sunny
Mrs. Caro E. Turner and daughter
Walter C. Ladd, Fred T. Veazie, Fred ship timber. Mr. Tripp is a member Thomaston, Alice Baum of South field, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Price and cool and the trip was made in fast
of the South Thomaston Masonic Thomaston, Margaret, Robertson of
Made were recent visitors of Mrs. B.
The Tippecanoe Club met at Oak Colson and tlieir families are occupy Lodge, and has been a lifelong sup
of
Warrea,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
time.
When
near
the
island
lines
were
Rockland and Pauline Tripp of San
D. Brown.
land Park Wednesday afternoon with ing Dr. Hahn’s cottage at Ix>ng porter of the Democratic cause.
Chester Soule of Gorham.
cast overboard and some line cod se
ford.
Gladys MacDonald visited her moth
Invited guests. A baked bean supper Island, Bremen, for a fortnight.
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Cunningham
re

cured
for
a*
chowder.
The
dinner
on
He has held numerous town offices,
A number of interesting snapshot
er Mrs. C. W. Evans last week.
at 6 o’clock was much enjoyed. The
the
rock
was
a
great
success
as
the
turned
to
Springfield,
Mass.,
Saturday.
and has done his full sharp of political were made Wednesday, some showin
B. 1J. Brown and family enjoyed an
guests were: Miss Irene Laubach
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Walden, and work for the cause of democracy.
Mrs. C. A. Lenfest has returned from chowder was made by a famous Bos auto trip to Wiscasset Saturday.
the four generation groups and some
Miss Florence Ashmore of Easton sons Robert and Fred, accompanied
Portland,
where
she
has
been
spending
ton
chef,
who
was
one
of
the
party.
Mrs. Tripps maiden name was taking the happy party, en masse.
Schools in town opened August 15
I’enna., George E. Carr of Searsport by Misses Mildred Markley and Myrtle
a week with her husband.
In the afternoon the party divided# for 12 weeks’ term. MIrs Marlon E.
and the husbands of the club members, Groshans, arrived Thursday from
Llewellyn Vinal arrived Tuesday some going for cranberries and others Hayes of Chelsea is teaching the Cor
Baltimore and will spend a week or
from Philadelphia.
on exploring trlj>s over the island. ner school.
Mrs. Hiram Dunton delightfully en ten days at Rockland Highlands, the
Miss Blanche Hamilton returned The weather held good all day and
Mrs. A. C. Jones of East Palermo is
tertained class 29 of *lhe Methodist guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Mc
Wednesday from a visit with friends every one had a fine time. The mem teaching the Sand Hill school.
Sunday School at her home on Me Williams. They made the journey
in Portland.
bers of the party were: Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Fuller was a Monday
chanic street Monday afternoon and north in Mr. Walden's motor car,
Miss Katherine E. Moog, head of the Wellington Torrey, son Wellington, caller of Mrs. J. F. Richardson of
evening. Picnic supper was followed covering a distance of about 660 miles,
English department of the Eastern Jr. and grandson Frederic Stoddard, Branch Mills.
by a business meeting, at which it was and finding good roads everywhere
High Sehoool, Baltimore, Md„ who has Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Foster and guest
voted to send $10 to the conference except in Edgecomb, Lincoln county.
lust completed a course at Harvard G. M. Amerige, Mr and Mrs. Patch and
Bluebird Corn packed by Mednmak
treasurer for the purpose of making Mr. Walden is superintendent and chief
Summer School will spend the next daughter Vesta of Winthrop, Mass., A.
Canning Co. Try it.
68tf
Miss Ruth Richards a life member of engineer of the Baltimore County
two weeks with her sister Mrs. August McKinnon and Archie Smith of Bos
the Light Bearers’ Society. Twenty Water and Electric Co.
Peterson at the Breakers.
ton guests of Mrs. Patch, Mr. and Mrs.
five members and friends were present
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Hussey and sons A. B. Prio©, Mr. ami Mrs. I’hilip Win
Monday.
William, Penn and Freeman left Sat ter and nephew Robert Nietzel of
Mrs. Adam Craig, Jr., of Bowling
urday for Bangor after making a two Westfield, N. J. and Miss Laura
Green, Ky., who has been spending
Riley Strout who has been em the past four weeks in this city, the
week’s visit at the home of Mr. end Tidey of Newark, N. J.
CONGOLEUMS
ployed in Bath several years has re guest of her uncle, W. M. Purlngton,
Mrs. Flave Ames of Old Harbor.
D. W. Torrey has just completed a
turned to his home in this city.
Sidney Rhodes and family of Wor fine stone bridge at the entrance of the
left yesterday for her home. Mrs.
Price
Size 9 x 12 ......
cester, Mass., have arrived at the Sentinel owned by Sumner S. Foster.
............ $14.50
Craig was among the out of town
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Day. Jr., of guests Wednesday evening at an ex
Size 9 x 10.6 ....
borne of his father, Judson Rhodes,
Lieut. Albert Merrill U. S. N. and
...........
12.75
Dubuque Iowa, are at the Samoset on ceptionally pleasant outing at South
Size 7.6 x 9 ......
at Old Harbor for a few weeks.
two children of Brookline, Mass, and
............
9.00
their annual summer visit.
Floor Coverings
Mrs. Jesse Mills, who has been visit Mrs. Tessen and two boys ar© at the
Pond. Miss Mabel Spear, home from
45c per yd.
ing her mother in Worcester, Mass., Apple tree cottage on the Foster place
Portland, on her summer vacation,
John Coombs and Mr. and Mrs was another out of town guest. Pic
has returned to Old Harbor. She went for the month of August.
RANGES
Everett Harmon of Wood’s Bole were nic supper and ba.hing figured inter
to Worcester by auto from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Foster and their
guests of Mrs. Josephine Phinney estingly on the program.
The Saints of the Reorganized guests Mrs. Dobbins, Mrs. Nellie
Monday. They motored from Boston
Church of Jesus Christ hold a con Dobbins and G. M. Amerige went on
Sunday.
ference at Vinalhaven Saturday and a fishing cruise lust Monday with
Mrs. Charles E. Hall and Miss Jessie
Household Range with shelf
Sunday, and all are cordially invited Capt. Moody Eaton. After getting a
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Simmons and W. Hall are at Elwell’s Point, Spruce
to attend this conference. The Sat fine catch of fish they proceeded to
................... ....................... $59.50 i
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Brewster started Head, for the weekend.
urday afternoon and evening ser.viees Sand Cove, Marshall’s Island, where
this morning on a touring trip to
will he held in Saints Church, also they made fish chowder and then re
Adam Cole, who has been making
Bangeley Lakes and White tyoutains,
Sunday afternoon and evening service turned home in the late afternoon. A
Household Range with sheif
an extended visit in Honolulu, arrived
in Memorial hall. A. B. Phillips of fine day well spent.
und copper tank........... $69.50 i
Boston will deliver a series of lectures
Mr. and Mrs Dudley Gray, who have
Mrs. Abbie M. Vannah is stopping Tuesday and will spend the balance of
the
summer
in
this
city
and
vicinity.
and there will he special Ringing. been guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
with Mrs. Sarah Prescott on Cedar
Mr.
Cole
is
now
a
widely
traveled
Come and hear the message of life. Torrey, returned to their home in
street.
Household Ranges are Built
young man, hut has seldom enjoyed a
Ail are welcome.
Chelsea last Friday.
tour
better
than
the
one
which
he
has
The Saints church is nearing com
Capt. Irving G. Barbour in the steam
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mr.
to Bake
Just
completed.
pletion on the Interior and the mem yacht Swastika enroute from Bar Har
and Mrs. Sumner Perry, Mr. and Mrs
bers have been very active to complete, bor spent Tuesday night at his home
Woodbury Richards, Mrs. Harry Brown
Mr. and Mrs. John H. MacAlman and
such a job in such a short time.
here. He proceeded to Bangor Wed
of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. B.
Elder Neuman Wilson has returned nesday morning accompanied by Mrs.
Knight of Camden arc at the “Out Mrs. Vinle Woodworth of Boston mo
tored to Rockland Thursday and will
from Onset, Mass., with his family Barbour, who will make a short visit
look,” Crescent Beach, for the week.
IRON BEDS
spend a few days at the Thorndike.
and spoke last Sunday evening in the there.
Iron Bed and National
church to a large congregation. All
Mrs. John E. Eaton and daughter
are glad to have him return.
Spring complete $11.73
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Emmons,
Earlene of Everett. Mass., are spend
Ing the rest of the summer with Mrs. and two children of Bloomfield, N. J.,
OF3””
Formerly’
Price,’
Crescent Beach Chat—Mrs. Harold
F. E. Moorlan at Holiday Beach who have been guests of F. W. Bab?|Nor1
lationai
Iron
Bed
............................
$4.7?*
while Mr. Eaton is on his fourth trip bidge, Camden street, return home to
Hanscom and son Robert of Camden
day, in their motor car.
to the Mediterranean.
Iron Beds............................ 7,75
1854
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L.
1921
Iron Beds .„.......................... 10.00
WIggin. Mr. Wiggin who was recently
Miss
Louise
Tyler
is
the
guest
of
OUR
BANKING
CREED.
Class 3 of Pratt Memorial Church
operated upon ut Knox Hospital, left
....We have many patterns in
held un old fashioned clambake and her aunt, Miss Mary Tyler. She has
To *be useful.
that institution yesterday, and his re
picnic supper at Oakland Park Wed been attending summer school in
all the wood fihishes. A fine
To Inspire Increased effort.
Cambridge.
turn
to
the
summer
colony
was
hailed
nesday. About 25 members and guests
line of brass beds.
To maintain high ideals in the business of
with
much
satisfaction,
as
he
is
one
were present and voted it their best
banking.
of the live-wire members thereof.—
picnic of the season. The same class
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy F. Clough of
MATRESSES
To finish today’s business today.
The Wednesday night dances, arranged
will meet at Ingraham Hill Beach for Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
To make tomorrow’s service better as the
Mattresses ......................................................................... .$]().(1()
$6.95
by George Gilbert, and carried out with
a corn roast Friday, Aug. 26.
James Seeley, Camden street.
result of today’s experience.
Mattresses ........
14.50
9.75
the assistance of others of the younger
To render to every depositor our best ser
Mattresses ..................... .................................................... 16.50
11.25
set, are proving extremely popular, and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred A. Johnson and
Dr. B. P. Merrill of Trenton, N. J.,
vice, regardless of the size of the account.
Best Silk Floss Mattresses made...........
25.00
17.50
visitors from Rocklund ■ and always
daughter Barbara of Malden, Mass, has joined his family which is visit
To handle every financial transaction en
These Mattresses are all made with fancy heavy ticks.
welcome.—Hrs. Chester Hall of Som
are the guests of Mrs. Johnson’s broth ing Dr. and Mrs. T. E. Tibbetts. They
trusted to us with the same precision and
erville, Mass., who is occupying the
er, George Everett of Ingraham Hill.
go from Rockland to Brunswick, to be
care as though it were our own.
SLIDING COUCH BEDS
party Monday afternoon. The auction
guests of Prof. Wilmot B. Mitchell, Dr.
To increase our circle of friends.
Witham cottage, gave an informal card
Mrs. W. H. Kalloch, Mrs. A. H Merrill’s brother-in-law.
OFFICERS
Two Mattresses and Bolster
prizes were won by Mrs. Ralph L.
Jones, Miss Bertha Martin and Mrs.
President ELMER S. BIRD
Wiggin and Mrs. Eva Weston, the con
Vice President, ARTHUR 8 BAKER
B. Weston left this morning for a trip
Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Feeney and
Formerly $21.50, Price $15.95
Cashier, E F BERRY
solation prize going to Mrs. Hull of
to Bar Harbor in Mrs. Weston’s car.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn A. Lawrence left
Asst. Cashier. JOSHUA N. SOUTHARD
Bristol, Conn.—The summer colony
yesterday in Mr. Feeney’s car for a trip
OFFICE HOURS—Week Days, Daylight Saving, 9 to 3 ; Saturday, 9 to 12-,
Mattresses are best quality
was shorn of some of its young men
Charles L. Alien of Boston is spend through the White Mountains to Mon
also Saturday Evenings, 7 to 9.
Tuesday,
when
Ray
Dow
’
s
power
bout
ing the week with his brother. Frank treal and Quebec. They are expecting
with fancy tick
slid out into the briny deep with a gal
B. Allen, Bay View Square.
to return home Monday night.
lant. party of novice fishermen. The
craft drew lots more water on its re
Mrs. Clifford Wolfe returns from
Mrs. H. C. Goding of Hope was a
STONINGTON
FURNITURE
CO.
turn, as it was laden with 50 large
caller this morning at the office of,
Boston Sunday.
fish and some even larger fish stories.—
L. MARCUS
The Courier-Gazette, to which paper.
! The summer season is at its height
The Thursday Charity Club held she has long been a contributor. Mr.!
18 School St, opp. Post Office
Rockland, Maine I here, and socially Is one of the best
a supper picnic at Oakland Park yes- and Mrs. Goding are guests in Rockpor, I
! that Crescent Beach has enjoyed for
terday. Supper was eaten at the res- I of Mrs. Nellie Wilbur, and will visit in (
taurant. Miss Cora Perry of Somerville, Rockland before returning.
j>
SW*, many years.

George M. Simmons

M.

HORSES

George M. Simmons
23 Tillson Ave.,

ROCKLAND,

Telephone 4-W

-

MAINE

10 DAYS FURNITURE SALE
Our entire stock is marked
down to the lowest prices

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Every-Other-Day
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THE PAST WEEK IN REVIEW
The Courier-Gazette’s Brief Glance At the Most Important Thinga
Engaging the World's Attention.

Taxes and Tariff

i

Silesian Settlement Deferred

The meeting of the Allied Supreme
Council at Paris, to which reference
was made in this column last week,
was not successful in settling the long
standing dispute about Upper Silesia.
There was no actual breach between
the Allies, but the British and Italian
representatives took one point of view,
and the French the other; and finally,
hopeless of reaching an agreement, the
Council referred the whole question
to the League of Nations. This action
was taken by a unanimous vote, and
it was probably hastened by the feet
that Premier Lloyd George was obliged
to return to England to take up new
phases of the Irish question. A dif
ficult element in the Silesian situation
is the fact that, in the recent
plebiscite, most of the towns were Ger
man and most of the villages Polish,
and it is almost impossible to draw
General Wood for the Philippines
boundary lines which recognize this
Major General Leonard Wood, head division.
• * * •
of the mission to the Philippines, has
Another French Disappointment
been asked by President Harding to
The French representatives and
accept the post of Governor-General people, who were greatly disappointed
there,—a position for which he is es by the failure of the Council to adjust
pecially fitted by his previous service the Silesian question, which, from the
there, and his knowledge of the people. French point of view, is vital to the
His service as Military Governor of security of France, met with a second
Cuba, from 1899 to 1902, is an added disappointment in the ruling of the
qualification. But he is embarrassed Inter-Allied Finance Confetence, Au
in his consideration of the proposed gust 13, under which, if approved by
appointment 'of the fact that he had the Allied Governments, France will
previously promised to accept the not receive a penny of the first billion
Presidency o f the University of marks gold paid by Germany. The
Pennsylvania, and the officers and Conference decided that
England
students of that institution had been should have 600,000,000 gold marks
looking forward with satisfaction to out of the first billion paid by Ger
his entering upon the duties of that many, and the Belgium should have
office this autumn. The complication the rest on the priority account pro
will probably be solved by the Uni vided in the treaty; but that France,
versity giving him a year's leave of in lieu of cash, should be credited with
absence to permit him to take, tem the total value of the coal which she
porarily, the Philippine post.
may mine in the Sarre Basin during
• • « *
the fifteen years in which she holds
Referendum of Railroad Brotherhoods it. France is in sore need of ready
A referendum of the “Big Four” cash, and this substitution of coal as
yet unmined is a bitter blow.
Railroad brotherhoods and the Switch
t • • •
men Union of North America to de
The Russian Famine
No one disputes the seriousness or
termine their attitude on the wage
reductions ordered by the United extent of the Russian famine, and all
States Railway Labor Board is con the accounts of the suffering of the
templated. The ballots must be sent stricken population, trying desperately
out to the membership before Septem to reach help, and perishing by the
ber 1, and it will take a month to com thousand on the way, are most har
plete the balloting. Four propositions, rowing. The outside world, the United
all of which have been submitted to States particularly, is ready to give
the Executives of the Eastern roads generous aid, and has organized relief
and rejected by them, will be included bureaus and commissions to the end;
in the balloting. That the wage re- but it is greatly handicapped in the
uctions already ordered be recalled work by the refusal of the Soviet Gov
and the old rates of pay restored; ernment to give adequate protection
that no reduction be required or to the workers, or to guarantee that
sought; that no effort be made to take the funds contributed and the supplies
’time and one-half pay away from the sent shall not be requisitioned for
members; and that for a fixed period Soviet purposes. The Soviet Govern
no attempt be made to cancel or ment professes to fear that the relief
change present schedules or working movement may prove to be only an
rules.
* anti-Soviet propaganda.
• • * •
• • • •

Taxes and tariff have been the
dominant themes in both branches of
/Congress the past week. The Senate
Finance Committee agreed to eliminate
the dye embargo provisions from the
tariff bill; and the Republican mem
bers of the House changed the tax re
vision bill so that the proposed repeal
of the excess profits tax and the in
come surtax rates in excess of 32 per
cent would not take effect until next
January, instead of being retroactive
to January 1, 1921. The effect of these
changes, if retained, would be to re
sult in the corporation and individuals
with large incomes paying to the Gov
ernment in the next calendar year
something over $200,000,000 more than
if the original proposals had been re
tained.
* • * •

Important Day for Ireland

War Extravagance in England

August 16 was an important day in
the history of Ireland. The confer
ences and letters between the Irish
Republican leader and Premier Lloyd
George seemed to have reached a
hopeless impttsse when the former,
Eamonn de Velera, insisted on com
plete independence and the latter re
fused to go farther than the grant of
a dominion form of government
Thereupon the Sinn Fein Parliament,—
the Dail Eireann—met at Dublin,
August 16 to determine what action
should be taken. It was generally felt
that the complete rejection of Lloyd
George's proposal, and adherence to
the program of full independence or
nothing, meant nothng less than a re
sumption, on a larger scale, of the
guerilla warfare which so terrified the
country prior to the recent truce.

The report of the Committee on Pub
lic Accounts, published in London on
August 15, calls attention to Govern
mental waste and extravagance which
curiously resemble the performances
of our Shipping Board and some of the
departments at Washington.
The
British Treasury sanctioned payments
of large sums for purposes not author
ized by Parliament; it made large
gifts of public property to Allied
Powers and to the Dominions,—such
as the warship Encounter, with guns
and stores, and three mine-sweepers,
and two submarine engines to the
Australian navy, and two submarines
with torpedoes to Canada, and certain
hulls to an Allied government; three
million pounds in surplus army stores
to Poland; eighteen million pounds
worth of stores to Russia; and sur
plus airplanes and parts to Greece, the
Dominions and India.

A GOOD LOBSTER LAW

a year, clear of all expenses? A very
few that I know of. As to lobster
fishermen sailing yachts for summer
people for two or thret* months, I have
known a lighthouse keeper to take out
fishing parties and earn money that
way. It is only fair for the lobster
fishermen to do the same.
I think the lobster law is exactly as
it should be and I think the lobster
fishermen should be very grateful to
Mr. Crle, our commissioner, in help
ing us out with such a law.
Another Maine Man.

So Says This Writer Who Has Fished
For 35 Years.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
This is in answer to the letter writ
ten to your paper by "A Former Maine
Man.” I think the lobster law is now
as it should be, without any change.
Having been a lobster fiherman for
35 years and I feel that I should have
a good idea of what the law ought to
be.

As for the “summer people" being
allowed to catch lobsters, I think most
of them are able to buy the lobsters
they eat, without working for them.
As to the lightkeepers—they say the
second assistant keeper gets only
$824.25 and a bonus. Well, what does
the head keeper get? I think his
salary is a very good one and I am
sure I could live on it, as everything
is clear. The lobster fisherman has a
lot to pay out for his gear, gasoline,
etc. I also have fished around an island
with a lighthouse on it and have seen
as many "shorts” taken ashore and
eaten there as at any other place I
know of. How many lobster fisher
men are there that can make $824.25

M.- f

EMPIRE THEATRE
Frank Mayo's admirers—and their
name is legion—will today see him in
the powerful role of a Wall Street
broker who has married a woman who
believes herself above him social su
perior. Of dominating personality he
refuses to allow her to leave his home,
but, caring for her happiness, plans
to set her free, provided that the man
she really loves should meet with his
approval. The man in question is Ray
Ripley, who is discovered to be al
ready married. The young wife final
ly admits that she has been too proud
and there is a happy ending.—advt.

■ 'f ' ,

“TT pays to be careful about your gasoline—
JL to choose the best and stick to it.
“Socony Gasoline is made and tested by the most up-todate refining and laboratory methods, with the fifty years*
experience of “Standard Oil” back of them. You can
depend upon its quality month in and month out. Clean,

pure, chock-full of power and mileage.
“If you want to get the most out of your car, always fill

up at a Socony pump.”

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

SOCONY
REG. US. PAT. OFF.

MOTOK GASOLINE

*' “&very Qallott
the Same”
CENTRAL MAINE FAIR

The heavens will be lighted up like
a war front when the mammoth fire
works display is staged in connection
with the night show of the coming
Central Maine Fair at Waterville, Aug.
29 to Sept. 2.
As a result of the war many new
and weird color schemes have been
Introduced by firework manufactur
ers, according to officials of the firm
from which the fair has purchased
its fireworks.
Billions of dollars
worth of fireworks. Billions of dollars
the war, and many secrets unknown

T

Some people are indifferent and
say Corn Flakes, and get what

they ask for.

Others want the

better kind, and demand—

Post Toasties
best cornflakes

Post Toasties are in a class alone—but you can’t get
them unless you say “Post Toasties” to your grocer.

to the trade up to that time were re

WILL JOIN THE DODO

vealed.
"If you want to hear a repeated Chicago Jewelers See Finish Of The
chorus of ‘Ah's and 'Oh's,' pay a ^isit
Wrist Watches—Other Trade Pre
to the fireworks show at the coming
dictions.
fair.” said Secretary R. M. Gilmore,
today. “We have found that fireworks
Wrist watches, popularized by the
please everyone. It is the one enter
tainment feature on the program that World War, have joined the Dodo
pleases father, mother and the chil bird says a Cnicago despatch to the
dren, alike. The crowd never tires of International News Service. In a few
watching the sky-rockets and giant
.♦tars they will be entirely extinct.
shells burst in the air.
A crew of experts will be sent to (Chicago jewelers called before the
prepare the set pieces and prepare Cook County Tax Board of Review
tach ■ evening’s fireworks program. predicted. Even now they have no
Many of the “sets” and giant bombs sale. Other facts brought out at the
to be exploded,,jpe dangerous for any Board of Review hearings were:
one but a trained person to handle. , Diamonds are about to advance In
Every precaution will be taken to price, after a drop “of 20 per cent In
prevent spectators from crowding onto 1 value.
There is a ten per cent decline in the
he field when the show is being fired.
The entertainment and educational price of watches and silverware.
Engagement rings show an alarm
program of the fair is the biggest
ine ever given. Large premiums are ing falling off- of at least 75 per cent.
Lavallieres are being discarded for
iffered for all kinds of educational ex
hibits. Borne splendid herds of cattle [ bar pins.
ire to be shown. A premium book
piling about the $9,155.50 prizes of
ROCKVILLE
fered for the best educational exhibits
will be mailed to anyone writing to
At the summer home of Mr. and
Secretary Gilmore.
Mrs. G. A. Ames Tuesday a chicken
dinner was served in honor of Charles
CALDERWOOD REUNION
Porter's 79th birthday. Mr. Porter is
still actively engaged in farming.
The Calderwood reunion was held Four generations were present. Among
yesterday at Glencove. These officers the guests were Mrs. Charles Porter
were chosen Frank Beverage, presi of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
dent; Henry F. Carver, West Rock .taseph of Fitchburg, Mass., Mr. and
port, Hiram Beverage, North Haven, Mrs. LaForest Fuller of Boston, Mrs.
J. F. Calderwood, Union, Clinton L. C. A. Hall and daughter Priscilla of
Calderwood and Mrs. O. B. Wooster, Somerville and Miss Theresa Wil
Camden, vice presidents; F. H. Cal liams.
derwood, Vinalhaven, secretary; Hiram
Mrs. Ellen Cushman of Rockland and
Beverage, North Haven, treasurer; daughter. Miss Cassie Cushman of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood, en Brooklyn, N. Y., were guests of Mrs.
tertainment committee. There were A. B. Kirkpatrick Tuesday.
Miss
60 present, the oldest member being C'ushrrsan returns to Brooklyn Satur
J. T. Coomb1!, aged 92, and the youngest
Marion Whitney, two years old. The day.
Miss Underhill, who has been the
next meeting, the third Wednesday in
guest of Miss Mabel Oxton, left Wed
August, will lie held in Union,
nesday morning for her home in
Massachusetts.
Too Curious.
Miss Helen Corbett of Rockland is
Tillie Clinger says tlie reason she expected to occupy the pulpit in our
didn't Inst long ns salesgirl at the church Sunday at 2 o’clock, daylight.
The farmers are finding their potato
Jewelry counter was because when a
vines struck with rust and many are
man came in and said he wanted digging them and finding them nearly
something nice for his baby she asked spoiled.
|
him If bis baby was a boy, a girl or
Miss Leola Tolman has resumed her
u chicken.—Dallas News.
employment in Rockland,

ECONOMY BY THE SQUARE YARD
The most economical paint is the one which spreads Farthest,
covers most thoroughly, and lasts the longest. It costs least per
square yard and per yearDutch Boy white-lead, mixed with pure linseed oil, is unsur*
passed in spreading and covering qualities. It will not blister or
crack; it defies snow, rain, and sun. Any tint may be had.
Our stock of painting materials is complete, and
we promise that you will be satisfied with what you
buy of us, no matter how much or how little the coat.

Mitt LtaJ Stfrri the Surfttt .

W. H. GLOVER CO., ROCKLAND

MOVING
ANY-TIME
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and eave you
cratirg, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. Wo move
you anywhere in New England.
Just say "Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
TELEPHONE 219—740.

NIGHT PHONE 74S.

